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LEVEL THREE

REASONABLE OUTCOMES AT THE ENO OF THE YEAR

Computoti or:
1. Add one and two digit whole numbers to one and two whole

numbers
2. Subtract one and two digit whole numbers from two digit whole

numbers.
3. Add and subtract money decimals that have up to four digits.
4. Add and subtract proper fractions within common "families" fourths,

eighths, tenths.
5. Multiply a two digit whole number by b single digit.
6. Divide a two digit whole number by a single digit.

Numeration:
1. Read and write whole numbers through 999.
2. Count orally past 100.
3. Count objects more than 30 in numbers.
4_ Count on from any starting point <100.
5. Count back from any starting point <100

Fractions:
1. Recognize fractional parts representing wholes divided into

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 or 10 parts
2 Recognize equivalence of fractions within common families,

e.g., 2/0 7._ 1/4.
3. Compute with fractions as described above.
4. Use fractions in "story problems" that involve adding and subtracting.

Geometry:
1. Distinguish and he able to classify squares, non-squares, rectangles,

circles, triangles and parallelograms.
2. Distinguish and be able to classify cubes, non-cubes, rectangular

solids, triangular prisms, spheres, and cylinders.
3. Recognize equality of two shapes that can be made from the some two

smaller shapes, or are the result 01 halving a larger shape.
4. Distinguish perimeter from area and area from volume.

Arithmetic Operations:
1 Understand the origins of. and be able to symbolize. addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division



2. Use correctly the operations in situations that involve comparing,
joining and separating and be able to write number sentences to
show these.

3. Generate problems given three numbers so sn arithmetic operation on
two yields the third.

Problem Solving:
1. Use tables to find answers.
2. Draw pictures to represent conditions in problems.
3. Graph conditions in problems.
4. Write number sentences to represent problem situations.
5. Solve non-numeric problems.

Number Relations:
1. Immediate recall of addition facts for numbers < 10.
2. Immediate recall of multiplication facts for numbers <10.
3. Write equality sentences and inequE!ity sentences in all forms, e g.

7 ---. 3 + 3 + 1; 4 + 2 + 1 7; 6 + 3 > 6 + 2; 7 < 9; 1 + 2 + 1 < 4 + 3 + 1.

1. Use AND to show multiple

classification and joint requirement.

2. Use Or to show alternative

possibilities.

3. Use NOT to show complementary condition NOT



LEVEL THREE

FRACTIONS. JOINING CUISENAIRE RODS

LESSON ONE

Introduction Use overhead projector version of the C-rods. The children
should use rods in order to follow what you do. Establish that you are
working in the SIXTHS family. Put the D rod on the overhead to remind
them this is the ONE rod.

Place the R rod on the overhead projector. Ask the children which fraction
this is. (1/3)

Place the G rod on the overhead projector to make a train with the R rod.

R

Ask the children what fraction is being added to 1/3. (1/2)

Compare this result with the D rod

D

R

Ask the children what fraction this length is (5/6)

Put the five W rods as shown to reinforce this.

Remind them that W = 1/6 in this family or when D = 1, tind that W
MEASURES both R and G, so W will MEASURE P + G.

Write 1:3 + 1/2 = 5/6 to represent the results of this joining. If needed,
write this in connection with the Rod equation



1/3 + 1/2

w W W

Do a second joining, for example P + 6.

P

5/6

P is 2/3, 6 is 1/2 so this represents 2/3 1/2. Again refer to the D rod
and W rods.

This joining is W longer than D or 1 + 1/6 Write this as:
1+ 1/6: 1 1/6.

Activity: Pass out the worksheets for pairs of students to work or with
rods. Emphasize referring to the D rod which is ONE and the W rod which is
1/6 when interpreting the results of the joining.

LESSON TWO

This lesson is to give experience with joining fractions that are greather
than one, still in the SIXTHS family.

Introduction: Place the C1 rod on the overhead Remind the children is is
ONE. Place a K rod next to it.

D

Ask the children if that is less than or more than one. HOw much more
than One is it? One W rod or 1/6 The rod then represents 1 1/6

Any other rod joined to this will give something even more greater than
one. Put the R rod next to K.



D

K R

Now how much more than one do we have ?" (3W z G = 1/2)

Put the W rods as shown:

K

w w

Now count them. There are 9/6_ Put the 6 rod next to D:

K R

w w w w w w

This is the same as 9W, so 9/6 = 1 1/2 = 1 3/6.

Join K with V:

K V

Compare this with 2D, and: 7/6 + 5/6 2.

"How many SIXTHS is this?"

Work to get the cl-ifldren to see that the same fraction can be expressed
many ways.

1 = 6/6 2 = 1 "-)/6 9/6 = 3/2 = 1 1/2 etc.
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TO: THE TEACHER

FROM: A. DEAN HENDRICKSON

Attached is something you can reproduce and send home to parents
to encourage them to support what you are doing in the classroom.

I I



MATHEMATICS IN THE HOME

A. Dean Hendrickson, University of Minnesota-Duluth

Introduction:

Mathematics and the use of mathematical thinking is mach more the whet has
been traditional school arithmetic. The arithmetic of whole numbers, fractions
and decimal: constitutes no more than 10-15% of the mathematics we use
throughout our lives. Much of the mathematical reasoning we use can be
developed and experienced nut of school, particularly in the home. Some of these
suggestions may seem remote from the arithmetic you remember, bat they will
involve children in the THINKING essential to both the learning and use of
mathematics in everyday life.

Pre-Mothematical Thinking:

Before a child can understand school mathematics, certain ways of thinking and
skills must be available for use. These are continuously used throughout learning
of mathematics, but particularly elementarg school mathematics. These include:
counting, comparing, ordering, using patterns, using grouped material, using
language and establishing relations and relationships. Needed experience with
these can be obtained around the home. Before describing things to do with
children at home to help them with their school mathematics, here are some
"golden rules" based upon research and experience with learning children.

1. You mint not force children since this has negative effects,
such as turning them away from doing things or from you. A
chilo learns when ready, carious, and needing to make sense
of somtlting. This goes in spades for drill on memorizing
so-called 'basic facts.-

2. Give children positive things to do when time is available,
especially those things theg can do and enjoy doing. Don't ask
for things beyond the child's capacity to do.

Give lots of praise and encouragement. If what the child does
or sags doesn't seem to make Sense to you, don't criticize or
correct. Ask questions that might lead the child to consider
it in a different wag.

4. Don't look for dog -ta-day progress or change or for immediate
results. Just as with many other things, such as walking
or talking, a child may seem to be making no headway and then
suddenly, it's all there. Children develop in spurts and
unevenly, and have long plateaus where nothing seems to be
happening. That's P'..,rmal and accept it. There is probably
a lot going on below the surface.

5. Don't compare yours with other children. Everyone is different
thank goodness!

6. Don't ,worry if a particular skill, such as using language, is



corm n' along more slowly than pied like or than brother John's
did, Somehow mot of them seem quite a let alike by the time
they are 12 or so.

Words:

A number of words commonly used in mathematics and related to teaching
mathematics should be used often outside of school eels well. Some examples are
state-hoprz, z let, mere ties, less Mao, large, swell, amp, few, same as,
differeel, alike, all, same, t, left, rifitt, alessfef, Ptah*, *kw, 'elm?, free,
iirct, saiwt.

In addition to words associated with comparing, grouping and space, the numbe..-
words are important. Children must know tk counting words, but even more V.ari
that, they must see the pattern in the use of counting words. The cordial war .
like first, scowl, turd, et. are 11130 important. Use of these words around home
helps children to count objects correctly and to identify position of things in
o rdered arrangements.

Comparing:

Have children compare things as to size, length, are and volume whenever
possible. "Which glass has more?" "Which box holds more?" "which of the.:e is
heavier? heaviest?" "Put these sticks in order of length.' 'Arrange the
silverware so the longest is farthest from the plate and the shortest is nearest
the plate." Questions like ihese should be frequent. They should involve different
kinds of things both iadoora and outdoors. Combine these with questions that make
the children estimate measurements of distance and height such as "Which do you
think is as high as the shed, A or Br

Comparing of quantity leads to better understanding of number and number
relatic 'hips. "Are there more chairs or lamps in this room?" "Are there more
cups or teaspoons en the table?' "Have we go more red roofs or green roofs on our
street?" "Put enough table knives on the table so that there are as Mang knives
OS forks." "Do you have more bogs or girls in goer class?' These can be asked
when out walking, riding in the car, watching TV or sitting in the boat. Ask
children to do things that will make one group as large as another frequentls All
such activity helps childrel build number relations into their deeper
u nderstandings, insteed of as memorized associations that have no meaning - 1;ike
names and dates you once memorized to pass a history test!

Ordering things that can be counted is important. Bead stringing activities are
good for young children. ''String some beads so the third bead is red and the
fourth bead is blue.' Mike a string so every other one is green,- etc.

Ordering things that have lengths, areas and 4,01 nines extends comparing beyond
two things. Have children place three sticks of different lengths in order from
shortest to longest; place three pieces of paper of different areas into orders;
place three different sized cans of jars into order. Gradually extend the number
of things to more than three for these activities.

;



Ask frequent questions about the ordering of events as to which happens first,
second...last, etc. Connect these with time estimations, 'Nov many, minutes ago do
you think this happened? How mang days?" etc.

Counting:

Children should keep extending their memorized sequence of counting words. This
is important. But being able to sag the words in right order does not mean they
can count things. They need much practice at this. Have them count everything
around the house that is countable - the chairs, tables, legs on chairs; the tiles
on the floor, in the ceiling; the number of windows in a room; the silverware in
the drawer; the cans on the shelf.; the pieces of wood in the woodpile; the
telephone poles going bg, etc. The more they count, the better able they are to
count. When they are prettg good at counting forward, have them de some
counting back. For example, start with 20 clothespins. One at at time pat one
into a can and count aloud these that are left as each one is removed from the pile.

PatterlIS:

Have children look for patterns - in the carpet, in the ceiling, in wall, per, in
the drapes, on the bedspreads. Patterns of shape, or color, or sound are all
important. Beads can be strung in patterns. Collections of bottle caps, old keys,
buttons, screws, nuts and bolts, and similar 'jeer can be put into patterns. Ask
children what would come next in a pattern, or what would go where something is
missing in a pattern.

Number:

Help your child learn number size bg having him see the same number, such as
five, in rang different arrangements and materials. Pinging cards can be sorted
into those all baying the sane number. Mixed groups of sag, five marbles, three
buttons, three kegs, six spoon, can be used. 'Find me the material there are five
of," etc. Pat some number, seven f.' example, of beads or marbles into three or
four different shaped glass jars, 'Find a jar with seven in it "Find another."
Put the same number of one kind of thing in one jar and another kind in a second
jar, etc., and do the same kind of thing. Involve the child with numbers in as
many different wags, with as many different kinds of material, sad as many
different sizes as pnsible. Gradually increase the number size as the child seems
able to easilg handle smaller numbers.

titAm Numbers:

Comparing groups with number property; combining such groups; separating
larger groups into smaller groups of a given size or into equal size groups all
of these activities help children to understand when each of the four arithmetic
operations are used.

Some examples of things to do in the haw of this kind are:

1. Compare two different sized groups in several ways. 'How many more
are there in this group than in that group?" This group has how
many fewer than that group?' "lbw many times as many are there here
as there?" These kinds of questions used with groups of all kinds



of things - knives, forks, chairs, chair legs and table legs, buttons,
marbles, pieces of candy, etc., belp the child with what the school
is doing.

2. Join together several groups of the same size into a larger group.
Rows of pennies can be arranged into an array ;ike this and can then
be looked at a different wag to see 5 groups of 6 pennies: nem

Immo
omen
noose
MOSS

Both lead to a total of 30 in the array. Do this in a rev at a time,
having the child tell goy how many are there all together each time.
Separate and take apart such arrays rev by row and see whet is left
each time. Do this with different kinds of things, different size
revs and different total numbers of things. Clothes pins, ceramic
tiles, beans, corn are all good for this.

3. Join together groups of different size, such as seven things with
five things. Have the child describe what is happening in words.
Have the child add to one group of things enough to make it the same
size as another larger group. Have the child make equal two °name;
size groups without riding anything more to the collection. -Here
are a group of 15 clothes pins and one of 7 clothes pins. Do some-
thing so yes have two equal groups.-

4. Give the child large amounts - in the 20's or 30's of things to:

a) make several groups of a given size from. Some numbers should
make these smaller groups en even number of times and some
should have some left that is not enough to make another of
the smaller group.

b) make a certain number of groups that will all have just as
mane in them.

Examples:

"Put these 30 beans into 6 cups, so each cup has Just as mang. Nov
many are in each co?"

-Put these 43 beans, six at a time into cups. How many cups did you
user 'What should a done with what i s left over?" When do you
hive some left over?" -When don't yea have anything left over?"

When gee de for walks, have the children compare, add together, etc., things along
the wag. Do the same in the car, the supermarket, in the drugstore. -How many
are there on the top shelf?- 'How mang re on the bottom shelf?' -How lung are
there on the top and bottom shelves together ?'

Have the child do as much adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing of this
kind - alvags as related to things as goo can. DON'T try to drill your child on
-addition" facts or "multiplication- facts. Let the child learn these ire due time



through the school activities and those goo do at home as described here. DON'T
have the child write number things - the school will do this. Accept verltaa
answers and descriptions. Get in the habit of asking goer child hg certiin
answers are given and LIMN.

SOME FINAL HINTS:

I. Have goer children client things as much as possible

2. Ask children simple addition, subtraction questions about REAL things
in the surroundings to give practice in mental arithmetic_

3. Plag card games that require mathematics or related things like WAR,
01) MAID, CRIBBAGE, RUMMY (rtgular or gin).

4. Give thinking games for holiday gifts - CONCENTRATION, HUSKER DU, etc.

5. Get a Little Frofessor or some similar calculator-based program to give
mental arithmetic practice.

Cheap mathematics games can be bought at Target, Woolworths, etc.
Some examples are COVER UP, HEADS UP, SCORE FOUR, TM', APOLLO, etc.

7. Give your child a simple four function calculator and let him or her fool
around with it.

8. Encourage block plag and building, sand plag, making birdhouses, etc.

9. Keg words are COMPARING, COUNTING, PATTERNS, COMBINING (groups),
SEPARATING (large groups into smaller groups)

10. Point out mathematics wherever it is in the surroundings. Children must
realize mathematics is:

a. east) to learn
b. useful
c. fun



LEVEL THREE

USING THIS TEACHER'S GUIDE

The lessons are grouped by tonic, process and/or concept. Teach each

of these to mastery. Lessons may be repeated as necessary, returned to

later in the year for desired review, or stretched out in time as
appropriate and necessary. Some lessons review previous material, but in
a more advanced context. Others are new material. These should be easily
distinguished from each other.

1;



LF"'EL THREE

INTRODUCTION

Coming into this level, students will have had work in:

1. Number concept development
2. Meaning and use of the four operations
3. Mace value representation
4. Numeration in base ten
5. Problem solving
6. Work with 2D and 3D shafts
7. Logical use of AND and NOT
8. Graphing
9. Measurement
10. Fractions
11. Operations in bast ten

Prior to starting instruction, assess the children's knowledge in these
areas, using the attached instruments.

Many of the children will complete the transition from pre-operational
thinking to concrete operational thinking during this year. Activities to
help them in this transition are included. These will give them experience
in reversibility of thought, formal measurement of lengths end areas; and
increased use of symbolism related to mathematical concepts and
processes. However, it is still necessary for you to observe the practice
of introducing new or unmastered concepts at the concrete level, gradually
relate symbols such as numerals and pictures to these concepts, and
frequently associate concrete materials, pictures and symbols in the
activities.

1i)



LEVEL THREE
GETTING F)TARTED

Read the LEVEL TWO TEACHER'S GUIDE as background and for information
about the previous exrriences children have had. Also read THE PIAGET
PRIMER, or a similar work to understand the psychological and educational
theory underlying the program.

Major ideas and Processes emphasized during the year are COMPARING,
COUNT ING, CLASSIFYING, USING PATTERNS, USING NUMBER OPERATIONS,
PROBLEM SOLVING, ESTIMATION AND REASONABLENESS OF ANSWERS,
RELATIONS BETWEEN NUMBER. OPERATIONS WITH FRACTIONS, RATIO.
GEOMETRY, LOGIC, MEASUREMENT, GRAPHING, INVERSE RELATIONSHIP OF

OPERATIONS, USE OF CALCULATORS, FINDING AREAS, AND INTRODUCTION TO
VOLUME AND TO NEGATIVE NUMBERS, and MENTAL COMPUTATION.

COMPARING will involve comparisons of weight, volumes, arms, parts of
wholes, number properties of collections and the properties of shapes.

COUNTING should include oral counting for 5 minutes each Jay. Counting
on counting back, skip counting forward and backward, counting by tens
and hundreds are all needed.

CLASSIFICATION will be related to SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES and the
use of AND, OR and NOT.

USING PATTERNS will emphasize patterns in number tables, and the
patterns in the numeration system. Patterns of shape are emphasized
more.

NUMBER OPERATIONS will be used in one-step and two-step problems that

use more than one operation. The numbers will include larger whole
numbers and fractions.

PROBLEM SOLVING will involve numbers and non-numeric situations that
emphasize geometric properties.

ESTIMATION and REASONABLENESS of answers will be emphasized
throughout. Rounding of numbers to get "ball park" bounds for answers to
be found is to be emphasized.

EQUALITY, LESS THAN and GREATER THAN relations between numbers is to
be continued and emphasized.



OPERATIONS WI1H FRACTIONS are to be related to the operations with
whole numbers, since all have their origins in comparing, joining and
separating.

RATIO ideas are to be extended to the use of units and a umtary basis for
what will become proportions.

GEOMETRY will involve more area measurement, comparison of, and
relations between lengths, and the properties of shapes. The idea cf
congruence is to be emphasized.

CALCULATORS are to be used to reinforce counting, place value, patterns,
and to make calculations in problem solving activity.

VOLUME is to be developed by building shapes that occupy space from units
of volume.

NEGATIVE NUMBERS are introduced with emphasis on making quantities
mo e positive or more negative.

MENTAL COMPUTATION. By the end of this year, children should have the
"addition facts" and "multiplication facts" at the Immediate recall level.
Frequent mental computotion activities in interesting contests such as
games, relays, etc. should be conducted.

Problems should be related to children's experience. Frequently have
children write and create problems for others to solve. Point out problem
solving strategies such as making a table, searching for a pattern, drawing
a picture as these are employed in whole-class activities.

MEASUREMENT is with standard units with emphasis on the process of
measurement.

MATERIALS to be used during the gear include.

Base Ten blocks and Place Value mats
Cuisenaire Rods
Pattern Blocks and Tongrams

Geoblocks
Logic Blocks
Geoboards
Calculators
Square Tiles
Cubes



LEVEL THREE INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

Most lessons are designed so that introduction is by
dem3nstration of how to use the materials on the overhead
Do this and ask enough questions so children know what they
are to do. When recording forms or worksheets are involved,
make transparencies of these and show the children how to
record in them.

Introduce any symbols slowly and carefully so that children
know what they represent.

Group children into 2's, 3's and 4's as oft an Pc possible and

encourage them to learn together and from each

4. Recording forms end worksheets should be kept in individual
student folders labelled "My Work in Mathematics."

5. When children are working with materials, walk around and
observe what they are doing. Ask questions of a leading or
probing nature to stimulate their thinking. Avoid "playing
teacher" end telling them how to do something until tt.,,y
have had sufficient time to work it out for themselves.

6. Children learn from their mistakes. Don't penalize them
for "good" mistakes that indicate an idea that just hasn't
matured yet. Children get right answers for wrong reasons
and wrong answers for right reasons. You must be able to
distinguish between these.

7. Plan for storage of materials in open locations where they
are accessible to children. Use storage containers like
plastic ice cream pails, gallon milk bottles and boxes made
into drawers. Teach children to be responsible for getting
materials out to work with, policing the wort areas for
dropped materials and for putting materials away. These
are LEARNING materials and children must understand tha,.

Feel free to develop homemade "analogues" of the

commercial materials suggested.



LEVEL THREE

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

NUMBER

Hand Test: Show the child the number to be tested in beans in one hand.
Have the child count them. Put some of these in the other hand. Show the
first hand and ask how many are in the other hand. 'How many twos?"
"How many threes?", etc.

Written Test: Give the child a number, e.g. fourteen. Ask that this be
written in part-part whole combinations in as many ways as possible,
including equal part combinations.

COUNTING

1. Have the child count on from a given number.

2. Have the child skip count.

3. Have the child count out a collection of objects.

4. How does the child handle transitions from decade to decade? into the
hundreds?

5. In rational counting, does the child touch objects as counted? Move
objects as counted? Rely on eye contact with objects? Subvocalize?
Count in groups? Fail to maintain a 1-1 correspondence between
counting words and objects counted?

FRACTIONS CONCEPT

1. Have the child divide up a shape into thirds, fourths, fifths, etc.

2. Have the child color in a given number of equal parts.

PLACE VALUE

1. Show the child a numeral, e.g. 1 3 4.

2. What is counted by the -17



3 Whet is counted by the "3"?

4. How many tens in this number?

5. Whet digit is in th9 tens place?

6 In the hundreds place?

Geometric Sham Show a number of shapes and have the child pick out
the s. Give tne child shapes to sort into like shape collections.

NUMBER OPERATIONS

Attached are the 14 situations that give rise to the operations of addition
and subtraction. Read these to the whole class one at a time. Children
should have some blocks to manipulate. On the first reading ask the
children to just find the answer and write it in the space provided. Tell
them to think of a number sentence to show the problem. Reed it a second
time. Tell them to write the number sentence and to circle the answer.
Use the results to know which kinds of problems to emphasize. with the
class during the early part of the year.

COMPUTATION FORMS

Give the child a computation form like 24

13

Ask the child to write this in horizontal form: _

Ask the child to show what is in computation form with base ten blocks.

EQUAL IT'S

Give the child a split board with 8 cubes on one side end 8 cubes on the
other side. Ask the child to group the objects to show, in succession
8 + 5 + 3; 6 + 2 .7, 8; and 1 + 7 4 + 4



RSSESSRENT RECORD
for

flat besot ic Ian

Assessment: *Please count for se.' Circle the largest
Dubber in the sequence the child uses correctly.

Date: Number Sequence

Dote:

below ten 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

100 110 120 (write in)

below ten 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

100 110 120 (write in)

Dote. below ten 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

100 110 120 (write in)



.11.1.11,

lothegat ician:

ilssessaent.- 'Please Count These.' (rational counting of
ofijects. Circle the largest number in the set the child
correctly counts.

Date:

Date:

Dote:

Number r Auence !loves Touches flento I I y

Objects Objects "Touches"

below ten 11 12
13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20

30

(writ', in)

below ten 11 12
13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20
30

(write in)

below ten 11 12
13 li 15 16 17
18 19 20
30

(srite in)



lletheafft /ciao

fissessitent: *milers 7170.17. -all ports combing:aims.
elpice the largest flasher an that date.

Bate:

Hand Teut Bowl Lest Husker

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 _____.(trite in)

Bate:

Date:

6 7 6 P 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 (write in)

6 7 0 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 (write in)



. Mathematician-

Assessment- Recognition of geometric Shapes. Check those
recognized or differentiated front others

Date

'Triangle Square Circle 1 Rectangle Parallellograrn Hexagon

Dote



1. COMBINE 1

PROBLEMS FOR ASSESSMENT ( I)

Diane has 5 red blous.,%s and 4 blue blouses. How many blouses does
she have altogether?

2. CHANGE 1

Ronnie had 5 snowballs on the windowsill. Jan gave him 3 more
snowballs. How frAny snowballs did he have then?

3 COMPARE 1

Fred has 9 crayons and Tim has 6 crayons Fred has how many
more crayons than Tom?

CHANGE 2

Debbie had 7 jelly beans. She gave 5 of them to Tom. How many
jelly beans did she have left?

5. CHANGE 3

betty had 6 paper clips. Harry gave her some more paper clips.
Then Betty had 8 paper clips. How many paper clips did Harry
give her?

COMPARE 2

Janice has 8 sticks of gum. Torn has 2 sticks of gum. Tom has
how many sticks less than Janice?

7. CHANGE 4

Iris had 8 peanuts. She gave .ome to Eddie and then had 3 peanuts
left. How many peanuts did she give to Eodie?



PROBLEMS FOR ASSESSMENT (2)

COMPARE 3

Barb has 6 pencils. Frank has 3 pencils more than Barb. How
many pencils does Frank have?

2. CHANGE 5

Fran had some pevils. She gave 4 pencils to Jean. Now she has
3 pencils left. How many pencils did she have to start with?

3. COMBINE 2

Bill has 9 jelly beans. 5 are blue and the rest are brown.
How many jelly beans are brown?

4. COMPARE 4

Tony has 7 books. Jane' nas 4 books less than Tony. How many
books does Janet have?

5. CHANGE 6

Pete had some milk cartons. Annie gave him 3 more milk cartons.
Now he has 5 milk cartons. How many milk cartons did he have to
start with?

COMPARE 5

Maxine has 9 sweaters. She has 5 sweaters more than Sue. How
many sweaters does Sue have?

COMPARE 6

Peter has 7 pencils. He has 3 pencils less than Torn. How many
pencils does Tom have



MATHEMATICIAN:

ANSWER NUMBER SENTENCE

2

li

1

1 *

11

3
I

4 1

1 1

I
i

11 * I

r-
...) 1

[ . 1

el i

I



MATHEMATICIAN'

Pattern Blocks

%7'
Color 1/3 blue

Color 3/6 red

ZSL
Color 2/3 blue

Write a fraction to show what part of each shape is shaded.

00
0000

000

CCCO
C CC*
C CC

CC
1110 CC
*0 CC



MATHEMATICIAN

SHAPES
In each section, piece en °X- over the shapes for the name given.

EcTf-1,

(-)p-ALLELD6gPM
3.,



LEVEL THREE ASSESSMENT RECORD

MATHEMATICIAN: Pg. 1

CO41411140

ROTE COUNTING BEGINNING OF YEAR

Counting from one to?

Counting on from 6 to?

Counting on from 13 to?

Counting on from 22 to?

Counting on from 37 to?

Counting on from 41 to?

Counting on from 50 to?

Counting on from 65 to?

Counting on from 73 to?

Counting on from 82 tu?

Counting on from 98 to?

Counting on from 102 to?

Counting on from 131 to?

Counting on from 206 to?

Counting on from SOO to?

Counting by tens to?

Counting by hundreds to?

Counting by tens from 12 to?

Counting by tens from 63 to?

Counting by tens from 121 to?

Counting by hundreds from 13 to?

Counting by hundreds from 59 to?

Counting by hundreds from 132 to?

END OF YEAR

ki )



Pg 2

RATIONAL COUNTING

Number of objects correctly counted?

Moves objects as counts?

Touches objects as counts?

Visually tracks objects?

NUMBER CONCEPT

Largest number for which:
parts are known?

multiples are known?

I- RAC! ION CONCH)!

Fractional parts recognized:

1/2

1/3

1 / 4

1/S

1/10

Other fraction symbols written?

PLACL VAL UL

Recognizes what digits represent:

in two digit numeral?

in three digit numeral?

other? (describe)

BEGINNING OF YEAR END OF YEAR



Pg. 3

GEOMETRIC SHAPES I3EGINNING OF YEAR END OF YEAR

Shapes recognized:

Triangle?

Square?

Rectangle?

Parallelogram?

Circle?

Hexagon?

Cube?

Triangular Prism?

Rectangular Prism?

Cylinder?

Sphere?

C_OrIPUTAT ION FORMS

Vertical Addition

Vertical Subtraction

Horizontal Addition

Horizontal Subtraction

SYMBOL USE

Symbols Recognized:



Po 4 BEGINNING OF YEAR END OF YEAR

Symbols Used Correctly:

X

EgUAIITY SENTENCES

Whole = parts
(8- 6 +

Parts = Whole
( 1 + 2 + 3 6)

Parts = Parts
(1+2+3=4+1+ 1)

NUMBER OPIRAT IONS

Problem Type Solved:

Combine 1

Combine 2

Change 1

Change 2

Change 3

Change 4

Change I)

Change 6

Compare I

Compare 2



Pg 5

Compare 3

Compare 4

Compare 5

Compare 6

Correct Number Sentences Written:

Combine 1

Combine 2

Change 1

Change 2

Change 3

Change 4

Change 5

Change 6

Compare 1

Compare 2

Compare 3

Compare 4

Compare 5

Compare 6

E01 NN I NO OF YEAR END OF YEAR



I able 1

Change Probleinb

propiem 1 ale 5em_pie rob Jein

Change 1.

Change ?

Change S.

Change 4.

Change 5.

Change b.

Bill has 2 pencils. Jean gives
him 3 pencils. How many
pencils does Bill have then?

Bill has S pencils. He gives 3
to Jean. How many pencils does
he have left?

Bill has 2 pencils. Jean gives
him some more. Now he has 5
How many did Jean give him?

Bit' has 5 pencils. He gives
some to Jean. Now he has 2.
How many did he give In Jean?

Bill has some pencils. Jean
gave him 2 more. Now he has 5.
How many did he begin with?

Bill has some pencils. He gave
3 to Jean. Now he has 2. How
many did he begin with?

op_rocjemtms

Increase, initial set and
change set known,
question about final set.

Decrease, initial set
and change set known.
Question about final set.

Increase, initial set
and final set known
Question about eliunge set.

Decrease, initial set
and final set known.
Question about change set.

Increase, change set
and final set known.
Question about initial set

Decreuse, change set
and final set known.
Question about initial set.



loble 2

Combine Problems

troblem lit le SainDie Proplem

Combine I.

Combine /.

PlaraCt9r

Bill has 3 red pencils and Iwo subsets are known
2 green pencils. How many Question about whale
pencils does Bill have set.
alIngether?

bill has h pencils. I hree
are red and the rest are
green. How many are green?

Whole set and one
subset are known.
Question about other
subset.



table 3

Compare Problems

problem .,I Ale Sample Problem

Compare

Compare 2.

Bill has 2 pencils. Jean has 5.
How many more does Jean have
than Bill?

Bill has 2 pencils. Jean has 5.
How many fewer pencils does
Bill have than Jean?

Character 'sties

Comparison stated in terms
of more, referent set and
compared set known.
Question ahnut difterence
set.

Comparison stated in terms
of less, referent set and
compared set known.
Question about difference
set.

Compare S. Bill has 2 pencils. Jean has 3 Comparison stated in terms
more than Bill. How many of more, referent set and
pencils doer have? difference set known.

Question about compared
set.

Compare 4.

Cumpdre 5.

Compare 6

Jean has 5 pencils. Bill has 3
fewer pencils than Jean. How
many pencils does Bill have?

Jean has 5 pencils. She has 3
more pencils than Bill. How
many pencils does Bill have?

Jean has 2 pencils. She has 3
fewer pencils than Bill. How
many pencils does Bill have?

Comparison stated in terms
01 less, referent set and
different set known.
Question about compared
set.

Comparison stated in terms
of more, compared set and
different set known.
Question about referent
set.

Comparison stated in terms
of less, compared set and
difference set known.
Question about referent
set.



COUNTING

ORAL Counting

1. SKIP Counting

by twos
by threes
by fours
by t Ives
by sixes
by sevens
by eights
by nines
by tens

LEVEL THREE

by twenties
by thirties
by forties
by fifties
by sixties
by seventies
by eighties
by nineties
by hundreds

2. Skip counting from a given number, e.g. 3, 5, etc., as above through by
tens"

3. Counting on from any given number

4. Counting back from any given number

5 Skip counting back from a given number: by twos by tens"

RATIONAL COUNTING

1. Counting of collections > 30

2. Counting of collections by twos, by threes, by fours, by tens.

ORDINAL COATING

1. Correctly identifying any ordinal position up to 20th



LEVEL THREE

CLASSIFICATION: SIMILARITIES & DIFFERENCES

LESSON ONE

Use the template provided to make red, yellow, green and blue rectangles
of two sizes, circles of two sizes, squares of two sizes and triangles of
two sizes 32 in all. These can be printed on, and then cut of a heavy
paper or light cardboard. Use ATTRIBUTE BLOCKS from the ESS materials
if you can get them.

Introduction: Each child should have the above set of pieces of ONE color,
6 in all, of say, blue. Hold up a triangle of the same color as the students
have. "Hold up a triangle that is like this one." See that all choose the
SAME SIZE as yours. "Hold up a shape that is different from mine."

Ask a few students HOW their shape is different from yours. Pass out the
remaining shapes so each pair of children have a full set of 32

"Hold up two shapes that are different ONLY in color" "How are these
ALIKE?" "Now hold up two that are different ONLY in shape." "How are
these alike?" "Now holcI up two that are different ONLY in size.- "How are
these ali!:e?"

Discuss fully how things can be alike and different.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Place one of the over head transparency versions of the
shape set on the overhead i e., a small green triangle. "Hold up a piece
that I can put next to this that is different in ONLY ONP WAY." More than
one is possible, so discuss all candidates that are presented. Choose one
and place it next to the first:



Now hold up a piece I can put next to the green triangle on the OTHER SIDE
that is also cifferent in ONLY ONE WAY." Again, discuss those that are
suggested. Place one of those next to the green triangle.

Activity: The children are to work in pairs and arrange all 32 pieces in a
row so that each piece differs from each of its two neighbors in exactly
ONE way. Challenge students to see if they arrange these in a closed loop
^nd have each piece differ from each of its two neighbors in exactly one
way.

LESSON THREE:

Introduction: Explain how difference games work.

ONC DIFFERENCE A piece must differ on only ONE property shape, color,
size from each of its two neighbors in the line.

TWO DIFFERENCES A piece must differ on EXACTLY TWO properties from
each of its two neighbors in a line.

THREE DIFFERENCES A piece must differ on ALL THREE properties from
each of its two neighbors in a line.

Place a transparency of Sample Logic Puzzle on the overhead. Place a
starting piece in the first space. Ask the children what could go next.
Remind them that one line means ONE DIFFERENCE, two lines mean TWO
DIFFERENCES, and three lines mean THREE DIFFERENCES. Continue asking
which pieces to put on the transparency until all are placed.

Activity: Use the logic puzzle sheets in order with pairs of children
working on them with a set of all 32 attribute pieces.

LESSON FOUR:

InToduction: Make a transparency of a 4 x 4 matrix. Use the LARGE four
shapes of four different colors. Place a piece in the upper left corner.
Explain that all blocks in the same ROW (slide your finger along the rows)
must have the same COLOR. All blocks in the same COLUMN (slide your



linger down the column) must have the same SHAPE. Ask the crmaren to
tell yo how to complete the matrix.

Activft Pass out the 4 x 4 matrix worksheets for pairs of children to du.
They will need all of the LARGE pieces in a set (16) or all of the SMALL
pieces in a set (16) in each pair.

LESSON FIVE:

Introduction: Make LOGIC cards from the master provided tracing a

different set of 25 of the 32 pieces on 10-15 cards. Each child has a card
and o set of 32 pieces. Have one child draw pieces from a box with all 32
pieces in it just as bingo numbers are drawn. Each child covers the square
on his/her card with the correct piece as called. If a line, column or
diagclial is covered, a child calls "LOGIC."

LESSON SIX

Introduction: Show a transparency of the ZOO or DISNEY WORLD. Start a
piece at the entrance and show the students which gates the piece CAN or
CANNOT enter. Repeat with a second piece.

Activity.; Assign the ZOO and DISNEY WORLD cards to pairs of students.
Each student is to record which pieces successfully entered the ZOO or
DISNEY WORLD.

LESSON SEVEN: How Does Your Garden Grow?

Introduction: Use a transparer-y made from the House master:

Tell the children that a farmer lives in the large space called the house.

The smaller spaces around the house are the fields for crops. Each space
is to have a different plant. Suppose each block is a plant, esk the children



to arrange them so that each plant (block) differs in 2 wags from the plant
in the next field.

Ask the children: "How are neighboring plants alike?"
"How are neighboring plants different?"

The same game can be repeated with pictures of fruits end vegetables,
where the children arrange these pictures so that the spaces will differ
from the next space in one way.

Variations: One can try to go from the end of the path back into the center
as well as going from the center to the end. You can also change the rule
from different in one way to alike in one way.



LEVEL THREE

COMPUTATION: NUMBER LINE SLIDES

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use the black line master provided to make number line
slides on a heavy paper or light cardboard. Make overhead transparency
slides. On the overhead, place the slide as shown.

This is to add 7 to B. I set the "O of one slide opposite "8" on the other.
Opposite "7" on the first slide is the answer "15."

MYER

1 1 1 1 1 1 I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3

1 1 1 1 I 1 1

0

1111-11
9 10 11 12 13 14

1

15

11111111
1617 18 19 2021 22 23

IH111 11111111 1111111
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 1D 11 1213 14 15 16 17 19 19X 21 2223
111111 1 1 1 I 1 I I I 1 Li

Activity: Children should use number slides to do the additions on the
worksheet.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Write the open sentence 12 7 = on the chalkboard. Ask
the children to show you how to set the number slides to Jo this.

Find "12" on one slide. Set "T on the other slide opposite this. The result
"5" is opposite "0" on the second slide.

I

0 1 2 3 4
1 I I 1

11 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 11T1
5 6 7 0 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 19 2021 22 23

11
0 1 2 3

1 I

HIIIiiii+H
4 5 6 7 8 9 1D 11 12 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 221;

111 111111111I1 LA11



Activitt Have children use number slides to work the subtraction
problems on the worksheets.



LEVEL THREE

FRACT IONS: PATTERN BLOCKS

LESSON ONE

Background: This is a review lesson from Level Two. The purpose is tt.
remind children of a whole divided into three equal parts, into two equ )1

parts and into six equal parts. They also need to be reminded that 1/6 <

1/3 < 1/2_ At this level, work with the fractions will be with Cuiseneire
rods primarily.

Introduction: On the overhead projector, cover a blue Pattern Block with
two green pieces: "The green piece is what part of the blue piece?" "If the
blue piece is ONE, whet fraction is the green piece?"

Cover the red pattern block with green pieces: "The green piece is what
part of the red piece?" "The blue piece is what pert of the red piece?"
(You may have to show both the blue and the red covered by green pieces so
the 2 to 3 ratio can be seen.) Emphasize the idea that the green piece is a
"common measuring unit" for both the red and the blue.

Tell the children the yellow piece will be the whole that all the other
pieces are to be compared to. It is the ONE.

"What fraction is the red piece when the yellow is ONE?"

"What piece will be one-third?"

"What fraction is the green piece?"

When it is clear that the children se ?: 1. = 1 /2; B = 1/3; G = 1 /6, have them
work on the activity.

Activity: The children should work in pairs. They should have a small
collection of the red, blue, green and yellow Pattern Blocks. They are to
complete the worksheets.

LESSON TWO

Background: This is to give additional experience with the "Sixths" family
of fractions.



Introduction: On the overhead projector, use the yellow, red, blue and
green blocks to do the following:

"What fraction does the red block show?" Write 1/2.
"What fraction does the green block show?" Write 1/6.
"What fraction of the red block is NOT covered by the green block?" 1/3 or
2/6.
"The green block 'subtracts' from the red block." Write 1/2 2/6 1/3.
"What block fits on the rest of the red block?"

Cover the red block with three green blocks and write 1 /2 = 3/6.

Go back to the equation 1/2 1/6 = 1/3 and under it write:
3/6 1/6 = 2/6.

Ask the children how they could show that 2/6 = 1/3 and these are two
names for the same fraction like 1/2 and 3/6 are.

Activity: Group children in twos with Pattern Blocks to do the next
worksheets.

LESSON THREE

Place the red block and three green blocks as shown:



Put another green block on the red block.
"The green block is what part of the red block?"
"So one third of one half is what fraction?" Write: 1/3 x 1/2 := 1/6

Put the blue block and two green blocks as shown:

Put a green block on the blue block. "The green block is what part of the
blue block?" "So one half of one third is what fraction?"
Write: 1/2 x 1/3 = 1/6.

Activity: Group children in twos with yellow, green, blue and red Pattern
blocks and have them work on the worksheets.

LESSON FOUR

Introduction- Place a blue block and a green block on the overhead
projector:

Ask the children how many green block shapes could be made from the blue
block. (2) Hold up a UNIFIX cube link of four and ask how many twos could
be made from it.

Write 4 2 to show this end complete it as 4 - 2 2

"What fraction is the blue piece?" Write. 1/3
"What fraction is the green piece? Write. 1/6



"How many green shapes from the blue?" Write 1/3 1/6 2.

Talk about the similarity of these. HOW MANY OF FROM
Place a red piece on the overhead with three green pieces as shown.

"What fraction is the red piece?" 1/2
"What fraction would you get if you divided the red pieces into three
equal parts?" 1/6
Write: 1/2 3 r. 1/6

Activity: Group the children in twos. Each should have a few yellow,
green, red and blue pieces. Have them work together on the worksheet.



LEVEL THREE

FRACTIONS: CLIISENAIRE RODS 1

Work with fractions is based upon a recognition of equal part-whole
relations and an understanding of measurement_ Denominators are
measuring units the larger the unit, the fewer needed and vice verse.
Hence, it takes three thirds and four fourths to measure the same ONE.
When children have identified this, then the operations with fractions are
just like those with whole numbers. Fractions are joined, separated into
parts end compared like whole numbers are. Cuisenaire Rods or fractions
strips can be used to measure and are a natural follow up to initial
intuitive work with Pattern Blocks.

LESSON ONE

Background: This lesson is to focus on the simple fractions of one half,
one third, one fourth, with different lengths as ONE.

Introduction. Put a red rod (R) on the overhead Ask the children to put
that rod in front of them.

"Find a rod that is one half of that." Place the rods as shown:

Write W = 1/2 R

"Find a rod that is ONE HALF of the light green rod (C)

There is no such rod in the set. If any child thinks there is one, be sure to
get the confusion about the meaning of "one half" cleared up.

"Find a rod that is ONE HALF of the purple CP) rod Place this arrangement
of rods on the overhead:

P



Activity; Pass out the worksheets for children to work ell in pairs, using
the Cuisenaire Rods_ Make a chart to hang in the room with the symbols on
it

White is hr

Red is
Light Green is
Purple is
Yellow is
Dark Green is
Black is
Brown is
Blue is
Orange is 0

LESSON THREE

Background: In developing fraction families using Cuisenaire rods, a
DIFFERENT rod or rod train will represent ONE in each faintly. W will
always be A common measuring unit or A COMMON DENOMINATOR. Children
need some experience with different ones.

Introduction: Place a red rod (R) on the overhead projector and have the
children place one of this length rod in front of them.

"lf I let R be ONE, what fraction is W (1/2)

R

"If I let G be ONE, what fraction is WT (1/3)

w

"If I let 6 be ONE, what fraction is R? (2/3)



Refer to the 2W to show R is two times as long as the 1/3 length, so is
2/3.

"If I let P equal ONE, what fraction is W?" (1 /4)

P

w

"What fraction is R?" (1/2 or 2/4)

Emphasize the two names. R is one of two equals that make P or it is
equal to two of four equals that make P.

"What rod represents three fourths?" (G). Again, show this is three of the
1/4 rod in length since G=3W.

Be sure the children see how W can be used to find what part each rod is of
another before asssigning work to the chilot en.

Activity: Give pairs of children a set of Cuisenaire Rods and have them
work together on the worksheets.

LESSON FOUR

Introduction: As you demonstrate on the overhead projector, have the
children follow what you do with Cuisenaire Rods at their desks.

Name the dark green (D) rod as ONE. Ask the children to make a row of
white (W) rods equal in length to the D rod. Place these on the overhead



w w w

"What parts of a D rod is a W rod? (1 /5)

Now MEASURE the D rod with red (R) rods."

Do this on the overhead.

Have the children arrnhge their rods this way. Ask several questions about
the relationships between the rods such OS:

Two Ws are what part of the D?"
"Three Ws are what part of the D?'

Now ask them to MEASURE the D rod with the light green (G) rods. Change
the overhead display to:

Ask several questions to relate these rods such as.

"How many R rods would gou deed to make a G rod?"



"A G rod is how many times as long as an R rod?"

"A 6 rod is what part of a D rod?"

"An R rod is what par. of a 6 rod?"

A W rod is whet part of an R rod?"

Write: D = 1 = 6/6
= 1/2 = 3/6

R= 1/3 = 2/5
W = 1/6 = (W measures EVERY rod!)

Ask the Jiildren to put these rods in order from smallest to largest.

"Which is the shortest?" Write 1/6

'Which is next?" Write 1/6 < 1/3
point toward the smaller

"Which is next?"

Write 1/6 < 1/3 < 1/2 Reinforce the use of

Write 6 < 1/3 < 1/2 < 1

Are W. R and 6 all LESS THAN one?"

"Is one half MORE THAN or LESS THAN one third?":

Keep pointing to the symbols as you say the words, e.g. one half 1/2.

Point out the < symbols is used to



LEVEL THREE

FRACTIONS: EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS: CUISENAIRE RODS

Background: Children should see that fractional parts can be expressed in
more than one way. Using a common measure makes this easy to see.

Within each "family" of fractions as introduced, equivalence of fractions
should be initially emphasized.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use overhead Cuisenaire Rods. Children should have rods to
use as you demonstrate. Place the D rod on the overhead:

D

"Find the rod that is ONE HALF of this." (6)

"Put W rods below your 6 rod

"Each W rod is what fraction?" (1/6)

"How many W rods are the some as d 6 rod?" (3)

Write: 3/6 a.- 1/2
3 W =

Emphasize these are two names for the same fraction

"Find the rod that is ONE THIRD of the D rod." (R)



R

"How many W rods ere the same as an R rod?" (2)

Write: 2/6 = 1 /3
2 W = R

"What fraction does the P rod represent?" (2/3)

D

P

"Put two ONE THIRD (R) rods below this

Write: 2/3 = 1/3 + 1/3
P- R + R

"Put W rods under the R rods.-

D

P

R

w



Write: 2/3 4/6
2R !4W

Emphasize: The DENOMINATOR 7-- shows how many EQUAL parts
are in the ONE.

The NUMERATOR SI COUNTS how many of these EQUAL parts
there are.

Since a whole can be divided into EQUAL parts in many ways, a fraction can
have different denominators and have several names.

Summarize:

1/2 3/6
1/3 2/6
2/3 4/6

Activity! Give pairs of students C rods and the worksheets to work on. As
you walk around observing what they are doing, ask question that direct
their attention to the EQUIVALENCE of fract;ons.



LEVEL THREE

FRACTIONS: COMPARING: CUISENAIRE RODS

Introduction: Use the overhead to show the D rod es ONE.

D

Put the G rod below it-

D

"What fraction is the G rod?" (1/2)

Put the R rod below that:

"What fraction is the R rod?" (1/3)
"Which is larger?" (1/2)
"Which rod is part of the other rod?" (R is part of G)
"Could you get more than one or less than one R rod by cutting up the G
rod?" (more than one)
"What part of another R rod could you get?" (1/2)

You might have to show this:

The W, that is how much
more 6 is than R, is 112 of R



Write: G = R + 1/2R
G R = 1 1/2

Discuss this thoroughly. Use UNIF IX cubes to relate this to whole numbers--NM
"Can I get a two link from this?"

1==

"What is left is what part of anothRr two link?" (1/2)
"So I get one + one half or One and one half when I divide the three links by
two?"
"Dividing fractions is just like dividing whole numbers. I must find how
many of the smaller I can get from the larger?"
"Couldn't I get a 6 rod from the R rod?"
"Could I get PART of a G rod from an R rod?'
"What part could I get?"
"Could I use W rods to check this?"

w w w

Write: R G = 2/3
or 1/3 1/2 = 2/3

w w

Emphasize that you can only get PART of a larger thing from a smaller
thing, or something less than one."

Activity:: Give worksheets to pairs of students to work, using Cuisenire
Rods. As you monitor the work, keep asking questions about the relative
sizes of the fractions_ Befo-.3 starting them to work on the worksheet, go
over the two examples completely.



LEVEL THREE

FRACTIONS: PAPER FOLDING

Introduction: Hold up a sheet of paper. Ask the children how it could be
folded in half. The two most common responses will be to fold as shown
by the dotted lines in A and E3.

4

If no one suggests folding as shown in C,

N

N

C

ask if folding it that way would result in it being folded in half.

"What is a halfr (The idea should come out that it is one of two equal
parts!).

'How many halves are there in a whole?"



If you have to, fold as in C and tear along the fold and show that the two
parts can be made to coincide. Ask the children if there are other ways to
fold the sheet into two equal parts.

Pass out two plain white sheets of paper 03 1/2 x 1 1 works well) to each
child. Ask them to take 3 very different color crayons from their desks or
pass some out. Ask them to fold their sheets as in B. Have them take one
color and put 5 or 6 lines on one half as shown:

Ask how it should be labelled. Write 1/2 on the board. Point out that the
"2" counts how many equal parts there are, and the "1" counts which of
those you err working with. Have them write 1/2 on the striped half with
the same color of crayon as the stripes, and refold it with the colored part
inside.

"What part of the whole are you looking at now?"

"How would you find half of the ONE HALF?"

Have them fold it in half again.

"How many equal parts will there be when you open it up'?"

"What will each pert be called?"

Accept ONE FOURTH but NOT a quarter! Ask them to open it up.

"How many equal parts are there now'?"

"What part of the whole is each part?"

"How many FOURTHS are in the whole?"

"Can you find a part of the paper that is two-fourths?



"Three-fourths?"

Have them take a second color and color one of the two uncolored FOURTHS
as shown and label:

Ask how many FOURTHS are in the HALF? Write 1 /2 = 2/4 on the board.
Point out that the "4" shows the number of equal parts we now have and
the "2" how many of these are in the HALF.

Put the following on the board and ask the children to (1) copy the
problem, and (2) use the parts on their sheet to find the results:

1/4+ 1/4=

3/14 1 /4

1/2 1/4=

1 1 /2 =

1 /4 + 3/4 =

3/4 2/4

1 1/4 =

1/2 + 1/2

1 /4 + 2/4 =

Ask the children to supply answers to each one, one at a time and tell how
they found them. If needed draw on the board and have children shade in,
for example, 1/2, then another 1/4:



"How much is shaded?"

Reinforce with questions like, "How much is one half of one halfT

Extension: As before, refold the paper that has been folded in FOURTHS.
Hold up and be sure the size seen is identified as ONE FOURTH. Ask
children to predict how many equal parts would result if the ONE FOURTH
is folded in half?

A surprising number of children will think there are 6, riot 8, equal parts.
Have them open up and label as before with a 3rd color of crayon:

This will leave one unshaded
piece a ONE EIGHTH. Also, ask
questions as before:

-How many EIGHTHS in ONE HALF?

Write the equivalent forms as the children supply these:

1/2 = 2/4 = 4/8 1/4 = 2/8, etc.

Ask the children to find 3/8, 5/8 and 7/8 on their sheets. Then have them
add 1/8 + 1/2 using the parts on the sheet. Discuss the result.

Then have them find 1/2 1/8 using their sheets Be sure that they can do
this using the pieces on the sheet,



Activity: Give them the worksheet and have them USE THE PIECES ON THE
PAPER to find the results. Closely monitor the work, showing how the
pieces are added together or one piece taken from another



LEVEL THREE

FRACTIONS: SEPARATING: UNIFIX CUBES

LESSON ONE

Show the students a link of six green UNIFIX cubes. Tell them this is going
to be ONE like the D rod is ONE.

Using colored squares on the overhead projector, make a facsimile of the
UNIFIX cube ONE with squares:

°How many equal parts are here?" (6)
"Each one represents what fraction?" (1/6)
"Two will represent what fraction?" (2/6)
"What is another name for that fraction?" (1/3)

Place 3 blue squares below this row of green squares:
IIIIMM=M11

"What fraction does this row of squares show?" (1/2)

Remove two of these to one side:
IIIIIIMMI=E1111111

EMI

"How many sixths have I taken away from the 1/2 (2)
"Two sixths is what fraction?" (1/3)
"What is left?" (1/6)

So write: 1/2 1/3 1/6

"Here the minus sign shows take ewes(
"I took 1/3 from the 1/2, leaving 1/6 behind."

Place five yellow squares on the overhead

11M11111111111111111111

"What fraction is this?" (5/6)



Remove a square:
"Whet fraction did I take away?" (1/6)
"What is left?" (4/6)
"What is another name for this fraction?"(2/3)

Write: 5/6 1/6 4/6
5/6 /6 2/3

Take away another square:
"What fraction did I take awly from the four sixths or two thirds?" (1/6)

Write: 4/6 1/6
2/3 1/6

"What fraction is left?" (1/2)
"How many sixths are in this fraction?' (3)

Write: 4/6 1/6 3/6
4/6- 1/6 1/2
2/3- 1/6= 1/2

"These all describe this take away."
"What fraction s left?" (1/2 or 3/6)

1111111111111111111arrr
Remove WO squares:
"What fraction did I take away?" (2/3 or 1/3)

Write: 1/2 1/3
3/6 1/3
3/6 2/6

"How many sixths are left?"

Complete the number sentences:

1/2- 1/3 1/6
3/6 1/3 7 1/6
3/6 2/6 1/6



Repeat starting with four squares (23/) if necessary.

Activity.. Give students the worksheets and UNIFIX cubes. They are to
make TWO six cube links_ One is to be kept intact to show ONE The other
is to take away from. Monitor the work. Ask frequent questions about the
equivalence of sixths with halves and thirds as the children work.



LEVEL THREE

FRACTIONS FINDING THE DIFFERENCE

It is impossible to 'take away" using Cuisenaire Rods, so this is a good
model to emphasize the "finding the difference" interpretation of
subtraction.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use overhead version of C rods Students should have C rods
to follow what you do.

Place the G rod on and remind them this is ONE:

D

Place the G rod on the overhead. "What fraction does this rod show?"
(1/2)

G

Write 1/2 on the board. Put the R rod below the 6 rod:

R

"What fraction does the R rod show?" (1/3)

"What rod will fill in the space between the G rod and R rod?" (W)

"That space is the DIFFERENCE between the 6 rod and the P rod, You just
found that difference. What fraction is the W rod?" (1 /6)

Write 1/2 1/3 z 1 /6
G R W



"Here the minus sign shows the DIFFERENCE between the fractions_ Give
me an example of a difference between whole numbers where the minus
sign is used."

Place the V rod on the overhead:

Y

Place the R rod below it:

"Find the rod that is the difference between 5/6 (the Y rod) and 1/3 (the R
rod).)" This will be G.

"Write the number sentence to show what fraction is the difference
between 5/6 and 1/3." (5/6 1/3 1/2)

Tan you write this another way." (5/6 2/6 3/6 1/2) (some variants
cf this)

Activity: Give pairs of students worksheets and rods to use to complete
them. Monitor- the work. Kecp asking questions about the DIFFERENCE"
which fraction is greater, which is smaller and if the difference joined to
the smaller will give the larger.



LEVEL THREE

FRACTIONS: SQUARES

LESSON ONE

Introduction: This lesson is to give children experience in comparing
fractions. Put a transparency of a square divided in half on the overhead.
Label each part:

Put another square on that is in four equal parts and label each part:

1/4 1 /4

1/4 1 1/4

Put another on that is divided into 5 parts and label each part:

118 1/8 1/8 1/8

1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8

_

Then put the last one on a square divided into 16 equal parts and label
each part:



1/16 /16 1/16 1/16

1/16 /16 1/16 1/16

1/16 /16 1/16 1/16

1/16 /16 1/16 1 /lb

"How many 1/16 in 1/2?"
"How many 1/16 in 1/4?"
"How many 1/16 in 1 /8?"
"How many 1/8 in 1/27'
"How many 1/8 In 1/4?"

Put two squares that have been shaded on the overhead projector. Have the
children tell you how the inequality sign should go then put it in.
Emphasize that 11 is more than 7 so 11/16 > 7/16:

Activity; Have the children color in sixteenths as shown on the
Worksheets and write the inequalities.



LEVEL THREE

NUMERAT ION

Background: This will give childr-tti an idea of HOW BIG numbers are.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Group the children in fours. Give each a set of base ten
blocks including the THOUSANDS block. Have them do the building
worksheet first then hand out cards with different number words on them.
Each group is to build the number on the care received plus the next
successive ten numbers. Observe how trading is being done.



LEVEL THREE

NUMFRAT;ON: .BASE TEN BLOCKS

Intro6uction: On the overhead use a place value mat and two ONES. Have
the children do as you do and write 2 in the Adding by Two's column of
their recording forms.

Mathematician.

Adding by Adding by
twos threes

H 0 lI T 0 etc.

2

4

Add two mop ONES and have them record on the form.

Activity, Each child should have four TENS and twelve ONES, the plaL
value mat and recording form.

They are to add 2 at a time in the ONES column, trading where necessary
until all four TENS are used. Then they add 3 at a time in the ONES column
until all four TENS are used. They should complete the recordmg form.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Children should have base ten place mats, hundreds, tens,
and ones and the first recording form.

Write "35" on the chalkboard or overhead. Have the children read this in
words in unison, then build it on the place mat with base ten materials.
Have them draw a picture of the materials on the recording form.

Repeat other numbers until it is clear the children know what is wanted.



Activity; Have the children do the recording forms m order, using the base
ten materials. Encourage the use of a constant length heavy line 4.1w for
tens and heavy dots. for ones in drawing the pictures.

LESSON TWO

Array a set of overhead base ten blocks in a way sirf.ilar to that shown
below. Make a cover to gradually slide back, exposing the base ten blocks.
At each position of the cover the children should write the number visible
on the recording form provided.

Reverse the direction of the cover movement to create a different
situation.

DOD
1DDi ID

DO

ICI
DID

D

II I II
411IIIe

1 2 3 4 5 6 3

You can make a permanent "mystery box" by gluing cardboard versions of
base ten blocks to a board and slide a cover over this This is suitable for
individual instruction.



LEVEL THREE

LARGE NUMBERS

Background:jrid: At this level children should extend place value to several
places, though doing no paper and pencil computing with such numbers.

A natural extension is to use the thousands cube to form "longs" of ten
cubes, "flats" of ten 'long" and a 'block" of these "flats."

You will not have thousands cubes in sufficient number to do this. Waxpaper
quart milk or juice containers can be cut off to very closely approximate a
thousands cube which is a cubic decimeter in volume. The places then would
be:

I oao.,000



Notice the grouping in THREE places that correspond to where commas are
placed when writing the numerals (cube long flat comma) These
coorespeni also to the multiples of 3 in the expondents:

b11 b10b9,b8b7b6.h5b4b3,b2 bi b0
Applied to base ten, the powers are:

,108 107 106, 105 104 103, 102 101 100 where 100 = 1

Most calculators will display 8 digits and then go into en overflow mode or
else convert to exponential notation, i.e., I d < 10 x 10N . Some experience
with seeing large numbers in symbolic form is important as a result. To
repeat ualculating with these without the use of a calculator makes no
sense whatsoever. It is nothing mare than tedious busywork!

Have the students measure a link of 10 Unifix cubes. Discuss the responses
to each of the following questions:

"How long do you think a link of 100 cubes will be ?"

Reference these to lengths that are present in the room.

"How long do you think a link of 1000 cubes will be ?"

Reference these to objects or distances familiar to the children.

"How long do you think a link of 10,000 cubes will be?"

Do the same here.

"How long do you think a link of 100,000 cubes will be?"

There are approximately:

Cubes Distance
10 7.5 inches

100 6.25 feet
1000 62.5 feet
10,000 208 yards
100,000 1.18 miles
1,000,000 11 8 miles



LEVEL THREE

COMPUTATION: ADDITION & SUBTRACTION

Back round: Addition and subtraction in base ten should be maintenance of
skill for these students. Introduce it with a brief review then periodically
assign exercises, but not too often!!! Permit those who still need base ten
blocks to use these, but encourage those who can to work without them.

LESSON ONE:

Use the overhead projector with base ten blocks to review these
operations. You might also use the chalkboar

32
+30

IMMIMININOPPI

xxxxx
xxx

32
xx-----

-27 D- xxxx
xxx

r

6, mIMINII4 xx
--a- 72

O
xxxxx ._.111,..

xx xxxxx 5

Activity.; Worksheets are provided for practice where needed.

LESSON TWO:

Background: Children should be encouraged to ALWAYS check these
operations with the inverse operation.

Introduction: Put the following on the overhead.



34
-23 Tens Ones

'I'll
ill11111EMIN
MINIM
NNEN

"What goes below the line? Put that in

Tens Onesemow

IN NM.110.

.! MOMI"
34

and write 23

11

"How can we be sure that is correct?

If children suggest adding beck to see if they get the larger number, fine.
If not, suggest that. Cover up the top number on the place value mat:

"What is the result of adding these two numbers?'"

Then shnw the original 34



Write: 34 Check: 23
-23 11

11 34

"How do we check addition?"

"How do we check subtraction?"

Discuss this thoroughly. Use the master provided to prepare additional
worksheets as needed.



LEVEL THREE

COMPUTATION: SUBTRACT ION

Background: Children can interpret the "-" sign either as "take away" or as
"finding the difference." The latter involves establishing a one-to-one
correspondence to see by how much the larger exceeds the smaller. The
former is a separation kind of change. In this lessors you will demonstrate
both interpretations and show either kind of thinking leads to the same
result. Children will do whichever is most sensible and /or comfortable to
them.

LESSON ONE

Introduction. Place the following on the overhead projector and write the
accompanying computation form on the chalkboard.

Tens Ones

1111111111111111111Mai=
111111111111111

811111MUM

EH]

24
-13

Have the children arrange their place value mats and base ten blocks the
same way.

"We will USE. the sign to mean take away the number on the bottom from
the number on the top

"sA at number will we take away?"

"Which chould I take away first TENS or ONES?"

Discuss the responses Children should see that it makes no difference

Complete the computation form. 24
13

11

Arrange the following on the overhead:



Ones

mum

W
24

-16

"Can I take away one ten?"

Tan I take away six ONES?"

Children should suggest making the trade of one ten for ones in order to
take away six ones.

Complete the form. 24
- 16

"Would I ever have to trade more than one ten in the larger number?"
Discuss.

Activity_ The children should work on the activity sheets using the take
away interpretation of "-".

LESSON TWO

Introduction- Set up the problem on the overhead as in Lesson One. The
children should follow by arranging base ten blocks on the place value
mats:
=2IMININMIMI-

Tells 011t3

C1=1:310
CEIT=ELED

MOO

NMI

24
-13



"This time we will think of the '-' sign as showing us to find the different

between the top number and the bottom number."

"Which of these two is the larger?"

"How much of the larger can be matched by the bottom number?"

"How much of the top number is left over?"

Arrange the materials to show the one-to-one correspondence: one ten

from 13 with one ten from 24, and 3 ones from 13 with 3 of the 4 ones in

24. ONE TEN and ONE ONE is the difference.

Write: 24
-13

11

Arrange as shown:

Tens Ones

111111111111111

1111111111111111111

iasonain
MOO
1111111

24
-17

Tan we match a TEN from the bottom number with one from the top

number?"

Tan we match all of the ONES in the bottom number with ONES in the top

number?"

"What must we do?"

Make the exchange and point out the SEVEN in the top number now

unmatched. Write 7 in the computation



LEVEL THREE

COMPUTATION: CHECKING ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Children should have base ten pieces and place value mats.
Use the overhead projector versions of base ten blocks. Write:

26

32 on the chalkboard

Place the base ten blocks on the overhead version of a place value ma:
TENS ONES

Ask the children to set this up on the workrnat. Ask for responses and set
up as:

TENS ONES

1=11.0111

xxxxx
xxx

Ask the children how we could tel if the answer is correct. Accept
subtracting either 32 or 26 srom 58 If ffis is nut suggested, ask if this



would be reasonable to do. Cover up the top row and remove the plus sign
as shown:

Point to the top number and tell the children to set up their place value
mats to subtract this from the number below the line. When they have
done that, uncover the tco row of material and ask the children it this is
the some answer. Remind them of 4 + 5 9 and 9 5 4 and that
subtraction is used to check addition.

Activity,: Pass out the first worksheet. Have the children check each
addition done with base ten blocks by a subtraction.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: As in LESSON ONE, children should have base ten blocks and
work nets and you should demonstrate on the overhead projector. Place a

subtraction problem on the blackboard-
37

24

Show this on the overhel. pith base ten blocks and a transparency minus
sign:



I

1.1=MMI

ONES

Have the children set this up and work it. Then do it on the overhead:
ENS ONES

"Did you get the some answer?" "How can we check our answers?" You
should elicit if you can and reinforce the idea of adding the result to the
smaller number to see if you get the larger number. Cover up the latter as
before and have the children set the other two numbers up to add.



When they are finished, uncover your top number and see if that is what
the children found. Remind them that you can el mays check adding by
subtracting and check subtraction by adding.

Activity: Have the children work on the second works: wet, using base ten
blocks and place value mats. As you circulate, keep reminding them of the
inverse nature of these subtraction "undoes" addition and addition gives
back what you started with.

LESSON THREE

Use the worksheets provided and the master copy to make additional
worksheets as you see needed. Encourage:

I. Adding the subtraction "answer" to the smaller number
in the check.

2. Subtracting either original number from the addition
"answer" to get the other addend.

3. ALWAYS checking answers to these two computations by
using the inverse operation.



LEVEL THREE

MULTIPLICATION I

Background: The children will have had developmental work in the meaning
of multiplication and division, using tiles, beans and cups and UNIFIX
cubes. This should be repeated at this level using larger numbers.

LESSON ONE: UNIFIX CUBES

Introduction: Children should have 20-30 UNIF IX cubes. Make several links
with 2 UNIF1X cubes in them ahead of time.

"Make links with two cubes in them of your UNIFIX cubes

When this is done, hold up a link. Join a second to it.

"How many 2's are in this new link?"

Write 2 x 2 = 4 on the chalkboard. Add another link to this.

"How many 2's are in this link now?"

Write 2 x 3 = 6 on the chalkboard.

Activity! Pass out the recording forms and have the children complete
these using their UNIFIX cubes. Check to be sure the number sentences are
being written correctly as you circulate among the students.

Prepare additional recording forms as needed from the master provided
and repeat the lesson with ever increasing numbers.

LESSON TWO: TILES

Background: You should have a large tagboard multiplication table that can
be filled in by the children as they develop the number combinations. This
is the same as the table that they are completing when working with tiles
This activity gives an area model of multiplication that (1) reinforces
understanding of area, and (2) leads into the model for multiplication in a

place value system.

Introduction. Have en overhead transparency model of the tile workmat,
the recording table and some square tiles to use on the overhead.



COLUMNS

W

Place two tiles as shown:
COLUMNS
ibiJii



"These tiles ere all in the same row. How many columns are there?"

-How many tiles are there?" Record:

1

2

3

4

5

6

etc.

1 2 3 4 5 etc.

2

Put another row of 2 tiles:

COLUMNS

-How many rows are there?"

-How many columns are there?"

"How many tiles in each row?"



"How many tiles in each column

"How many tiles altogether?"

Record:
x 1 2 .5 4 5 etc.

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

4

etc.

Activity The children should have work mats and several square tiles of
wood or carboard or ceramic material, etc. They should hay' recording
forms. As they enter in these, the number facts will begin to go into
memory. Several repetitions of creating the table along with class
activity using the tables will assure mastery of these facts. As you
circulate, see that the table entries are being made correctly.

LESSON THREE: BEANS AND CUPS

introduction: Use an overhead transparency mat with circles on it to
simulate cups, and some beans. The children should have beans and cups to
use.

"We'll put one bean in each of these cups



"How many beans did we use?"

Write 4 x 1 =4.

"Put one more bean into each cup."

"How many beans did we use altogether?"

Write: 4 x 2

Show an overhead transparency of the recording form and how to write

into it.

Activity Give the children beans recording forms and blank multiplication

tables and have them put beans into cups to complete both.

LESSON FOUR: BASE TEN ONES

Background- This lesson is to directly lead into multiplication using Base

Ten blocks.

Introduction. Children should have several base ten ones and graph paper

to use. You should have an overheeid transparency of the graph paper and

some base ten ones.

On the graph paper build a rectangle of base ten ones.



Write 2 3 3 x 2 z: 6 on the chalkboard. Build another

Write the number sentences for this: 4 x2 :.. 2 x 4 8

Activity. Set the children to wor!: bi.iilding rectangles of Base Ten ones to
complete the worksheets,



LEVEL THREE

MULTIPLICATION FACTS: Tiles

LESSON ONE:

Introduction: Have an overhead transparency, multiplication table and
tiles. Arrange a 4 x 6 tile rectangle. Have the children tell you how many
tiles are there. Go to the transparency table and circle as shown:

9

"Is there another place that shows 4 times 67"

Allow for time so children can think about this. Then put the
A in the table and 24 inside each of these.

Activity: Children should work in pairs to use tile rectangles to complete
the table.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: In this lesson ease Ten ones and tens are to be used to
generate entries in the multiplication table.

On the overhead projector make a rectangle of overhead transparency base
ten ONES. Have the children tell you how many ONES are in this.NM="NM
11111111111111MUM



Record this in an overhead version of a blank multiplication table.

Ask the children which of these two places should be used. "Does it make
any difference which way the rectangle is looked at?"

Trade ONES for TENS on the overhead to get:
D

OT =MO
Point out that this is the same as TWENTY FOUR ONES.

Activity_ Have students usr, cone ten blocks to complete the worksheets
supplied and to make entries into a blank multiplication table_



LEVEL THREE
DIVISION

Introduction: Division is the inverse of multiplication. By using the same
materials to develop understanding of both, children see that these
operations are related to each other.

LESSON ONE: UNIFIX CUBES

Introduction: Children should have 20-25 UNIFIX cubes of the same color
each. You demonstrate the separation of a longer link into several shorter
links and have them follow you.

"I have a UNIFIX cube link of 12 cubes. will see how many 2's are in it.-

Break off 2 links and count these as you do this:

11111111111111111111

111111111111111

H

one

ED"three"

LEM Ili LEI En Nu -f our"
I I "five, and the

last one left
makes six."

"So there are SIX 2's in twelve or twelve divided into twos is SIX.-

Repeat by breaking off threes to show twelve divided by three is four.

Activity_ Pass out the recording forms and have children complete these
by breaking off smaller links from a long UNIFIX cube link, Modifg this
later by having children count a group of UNIFIX cubes and making links of
a given size from these.

Repeat as needed so children all begin writing correct number sentences.



LESSON TWO: TILES

Introduction: Use a tiles work mat transparency and inch square pieces of
some kind on the overhead.

R

0
W

S

COLUMNS

(TILES)

MiDE
El D li [1DEER

E
1 want to arrange these fourteen tiles into 2 columns. How many rows
will I get?"

Do it:

R

0
W

S

COLUMNS

"Fiurteen divided into two's is seven."

Write: 144 2 = 7.



Arrange twelve squares into three ROWS:

COLUMNS

DODO
DOLE
rano

"Twelve divided by three is four." Write: 124 3 = 4.

Activity, Children should have 25-30 tiles each, the workmat and the
recording forms. As you monitor the work, watch for correct use of the
sign in particular.

LESSON THREE: BEANS AND CUPS

Backgrou. d: This lesson involves the repeated subtraction version of
division, or the measurement interpretation. The size of the groups being
formed is constant, and one counts how many groups can be made.

Introduction: Use en overhead transparency version of a "cups" mat and
beans:

000
oc

"I have twelve beans and will put three beans in each cup. How many cups
will be used?"



Measure out three/cup until the beans are used:

"Since twelve beans will go three at a time into FOUR cups, we write: 12;
3 =4."

Add more beans to the group to number seventeen.

"I'll put three beans in each cup. How many cups will I need?"

5:3

"1 have two left. That's not enough to make another three, so 1 can't use
another cup. The two is a remainder and we write.
174- 3 = 5 R2."

Discuss the two examples so children can do the following activity.

Activity: Children should have 40-50 beans and 10 cups and recording
forms. As the children work, walk around to check on their use of symbols.

LESSON FOUR:

Background: This partitioning interpretation of division, whereby some
scheme must be developed to assure equality is more difficult for children
than the measurement or repeated subtraction in Lesson Three. In
partitioning, the number of groups formed is constant, the same number
must be in each group, and one counts how many are in the groups



Introduction: Use the overhead "cup" workmat and some beans.

000
O0

"I want to sort these twelve beans into four of these cups so that each cup
has just as many beans. How can I do this?"

If someone suggests putting three into each cup, press to find out why
they would be sure there would be just the right number of beans. If one
or two are suggested, do this:

When completed, discuss how to be sure each cup as JUST AS MANY beans.

Write: 12 4 3 on the board.

So a second problem, but incorporate a remainder and have the children
tell you what to do.

"I have fourteen beans to divide equally among four cups. How should I do
this?"

Discuss the remainder and be sure you write the sentence as:
l 4:-. 4 3 R2.

Talk about how many more you must start with to avoid a remainder when
dividing by four (or other numbers).



"Will you get a remainder when dividing twelve by two? by three? by
four? by five?", etc.

LESSON FIVE: BASE TEN ONES

Background; This forming of rectangles with a given dimension will give
the background needed to introduce the children to division in base ten.

introduction: Use an overhead transparency graph paper and base ten ones
on the overhead.

"I have seventeen ones. What is the other side of the biggest rectangle I
can make with side three?"

111111111111111
111111111111111111111
111111111111111111
11111111MMIMIN
11111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111M1
1111111111111M11

1111111111111111111
Make it.

Rinninumin
uramommul
111100111111111111

111111311111111111
11110EN111111111
1111111111111111
111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111
111111111111111111M

Left Over



The biggest one is FIVE long and there are TWO left over. I write: 17 3
z- 5 R2."

Take 25 base ten ones and place on the overhead.

Ni want to make a rectangle 6 long. How wide will it be?"
Left Over

"It will be FOUR wide with ONE left over. I write: 25 6 r. 4 R 1.'

Discuss these to prepare children for the activity.

Activity. Children should have 30-40 base ten ones, graph paper and the
recording forms. Monitor the work to see that the number sentences are
written properly.

All of the multiplication and division lessons should be repeated using
increasing numbers during the year until base ten multiplication is
introduced.

100



LEVEL THREE

SQUARES

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Children should have tiles and graph paper. On the overhead
projector, build a square two on a side from tiles:

Write: 4 2 x 2

Have the children outline this square in the upper left hand corner of a
piece of graph paper.

Enlarge the square to one three on a side:

Write: 9 3 x 3

"How many tiles did I use to make this square one unit longer on each
side?

"How many tiles were added to the first square to make this one?"

Activity_ Have the children use tiles to make squares as specified on the

worksheet. Each square made should be outlined on graph paper.

LESSON TWO

Activity Have children build squares on geoboerds like those they have
recorded on the graph paper in LESSON ONE,



LEVEL THREE

MULTIPLICATION: BASE TEN BLOCKS

Background: Because of the existence of calculators it is unnecessary for children to
become highly proficient in the use of the computation algorithms in base ten. They should
understand the relationship between multiplication and division, place value representation
and the properties of multiplication and division in base ten so as to be able to interpret
outputs of calculators and computers. This means ability to estimate quickly the rer.,:ilts of
these operations in terms of size of number and ability to use scientific notation to.- ase
ten numerals.

The model used to perform multiplication and division in base ten is the rectangle model.
This SHOWS how multiplication and division are related and the standard algorithms do not.
These algorithms are carried out with no more than 3 digits in one number and the long
division algorithm is introduced with no more than 2 digit divisions. This is done only
because division of polynomials is still needed for some procedures in algebra later.

LESSON ONE: COUNTING NUMBERS

Background: Students must understand numeration and place kial ue before this is done.

Introduction. Use the base ten mat in transparency form and overhead base ten blocks:

Side One



Put twelve in base ten blocks on Side One:

Side One

S

d

e

T
w

Use base ten ones along side two to show multiplication successively by one, two,
three nine. Ask students for the result each time:

Side One

S

e

T
w
0

"twelve"
Write: 1 x 12 = 12

"twentyfour"
Write: 2x 12 = 24

Activity Give students the multiplication-division corner mats, base ten blocks, and the
worksheets and have them do this with the base ten blocks Encourage the students to keep
the base ten materials packed into a rectangle each time.



LUSON TWO: TENS

Background: Children must realize that multiplying by the base (ten) changes each place to
the next larger place. Thus, when multiplying by ten, 3 tens become 3 hundreds, 3 ones
become 3 tens, etc. If multiplying by 2 tens, 3 tens become 6 hundreds, 3 ones become 6
tens, etc. This lesson should help them see that.

Introduction: Use base ten blocks and the transparency mat.

Put up thirteen and a ten on the other side:

Side One

=NM

Point to the area "x". "What base ten piece fits in here?"

When the hundreds 1,'ece is suggested, put that piece there.

"What is the result of multiplying this ten (point to the one on Side Two) times this ten
(point to the one on Side One)?" "What pieces will go in here?"

Point to the y" area:



S

d

e

I
w

Side One

"Three tens fit in here.-
Side One

"What do you get when you multiply this ten (point to the one on Side Two) times the three
ones?"

Again :::mphasize that multiplying by a ten raises the ten to a hundred and the three ones to
three tens.



Activity Children should use base ten blocks to do the worksheets.
This lesson emuld be coordinated with oral decode multiplying activity.

-Ten times three isT "Ten times four isT "Ten times twenty is?", etc.

Extend the lesson to the rise of two tens Vary the factor on Side One to 13. 14, etc. Include
several tens in the oral activity.

"Twenty times one is r "Twenty times 6 is ?" `Twenty times eleven isT, etc.

LESSON THREE: TENS AND ONES

Background: This puts both tens and ones together and completes the development of the
rectangle model for multiplication.

Introduction: Put thirteen on Side One and fourteen on Side Two on the overhead projector
forms:

S

e

T
w
0

Side One

MEM

Point to the "x" area

"What fits in here?" (If students can't uniformly respond with "a hundred," they have not had
enough experience with Lesson Two activities.

t;



Put the hundreds piece in:

Side One

S

d
e

T
w
0

0

Point to the next "x" area. "What fits in here?" Work to get the idea of three tens the base
raises the 3 ones to 3 tens.

Put these in:

Side One



"We have multiplied by this (point to it) ten. Now we will multiply by the four ONES." "What
goes here?" (Point to the next "x" area). "That's right four ones count out four tens when
multiplying the ten."

Put these in:

S

T
w
0

Si de One

"We now have three parts of the product "What goes in here?" Point to the last "x" area.

"Since ones multiplied by oneb give more ones, and 4 x 3 12, we have twelve ones. Notice
they make a 4 x 3 rectangle like the tiles did, and the ones did before."



S

d

e

T
yr

0

Side One

,........................

ml

"Now we can count up ONE HUNDRED + THREE TENS + FOUR TENS + TWELVE ONES." Point to
each as you describe it. "How many tens altogether?"

ONE HUNDRED + SEVEN TENS + TWELVE ONES."

"What must we do with ten of the ones?" -How many tens doe at make?"

So we have (describe orally as you write) 1 8 2

"The number sentence is: 14 x 13 = 100 + 80 + 2 or 162

This came from: 10 + 4 x 10 +3 100 + 40 + 30 + 12
100 + 70 + 12

= 100 + 80 + 2
= 182



LEVEL THREE

COMPUTATION: STANDARD FORM- MLILTIPLICATION

LESSON ONE

Work the following multiplication using the rectangle model on the
overhead. Have the children follow what you do at their seats with the
recording forms. Have a copy of the recording form on a transparency.

Po 21 x 12 by the rectangle methud:

Side One
1110111111111111 Record as:

Hundreds Tens Ores

2 0
4
1

0
0

2 2

"TENS multiplied by TENS gave vvhat?"

"TENS multiplied by ONES gave what?"

"ONES multiplied by ONES gave what.?"

Point to the partial products as you discuss these.

Take the "square corner" mat off, move the materials in the rectangle over
to the side, and arrange the following on the overhead projector:

x

111=0
21

WMI.M.PIN 0 0
x 12



"What is the result of multiplying ONE TEN by TWO TENS?"

Arrange as shown:

x

1111,

1111.-

Point to the 200 in the recording form.

"What is the result of multiplying ONE TEN times ONE ONE?

Add the ten to the product:
.11=1.10

Point to the 10 in the recordint, form.

"What do you get when you multiply TWO ONES time TWO TENS?"

You may have to discuss this. Each ONE counts TWO TENS TWO ONES
count FOUR TENS

Point to the 4. le recording form and arrange four tens:



OD
DO

IM=1,11

"What is two times one?

Point to the 2 in the recording form and put the base ten ones in as shown:

0 0

MEIMM1
INMMOSINI

a
a

Compare the base ten pieces found this way with those put aside from the
rectangle. Emphasize that the results are the same.

Activity_ Pass out the activity sheets for the children to work on with
base ten blocks. Check to see the partial products are recorded correctly
and that any required trades are made in obtaining the final result.



1

I

LEVEL THREE

DIVISION: BASE TEN BLOCKS

Background: We have considered multiplication in terms of finding the area of a
rectangle, given the lengths of the two sides. We now consider division as being the
finding of one side of the largest rectangle to be made from a potential area and the
length of the other side.

LESSON ONE:

Introduction: Use the overhead transparency nese ten blocks. Have the children follow
using these materials in standard form.

Put up the following:I 1 0 OD end0
"How many of these

(point to the 000
can we get from the ten and three ones?"

Most students will see the single group of three enPs. Push them to find those in the
ten.

make the groups of 3, what should be done with the ten?"

The suggestion to EXCHANGE the Ten for ten ones must be elicited and discussed:
0 0 0 0000000 0

becomesr11 DOD 00 ODD
"So we get four "threes" with one left over.
Write: 13 .7 3 = 4 R 1

Put up:

I

DODO

"We want to divide this up into two equal groups."



1

"How can we do this?"

Follow student suggestions and see whet is right or wrong with each. Eventually
separate as:

D I 1 0 0
with

1

left over

-What must we do with the Ten to get something to put into each group?"

Decompose thi Ten and put five ones into each group.

I
Write:

0 0 0 0 0 0 D
34-; 2 = 17

Activity:, Pass out the worksheets and have the children use the base ten blocks to
work the exercises.

LESSON TWO:

Introduction: Place the following base ten materials on the workmet on the overhead:
Side One

S

d

e

I

I

1

1

I

I

Make Side One with 3 additional ONES.

1

1

1

0 0 0 0
0
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e
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0 0D Side One

=NM IIMM 111=11 =MI MM. IMI=.

0 0 0 0 0

"How do we arrange the tens and ones we have into a rectangle having this side?"

Put the materials into the rectangle:

0 0 0 Side One

1

e

"How long is Side Two?"

Write: 36-4 3 =12

Place the following on the overhead:



S

e

T
w

Side One

1.0 0 0 -

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

a 0
LII

0 0 0

"How do I make a rectangle of these materials having a side of three?"

You probably will get the suggestion to do this much first:
Side One

S

1

e

T
tt.

1 I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

000

"What must we do now to extend Side Two?"

El 0

Exchange the Ten for ones and extend, using twelve of the ones.



0 0 Side line

d
e

i

I I I I

I
:S

T J

0 0 I

w I

I

I

I

Write: 43-; 3 =14 R 1

- --

0

Activity,: Pass out worksheets and have children work on these with Base Ten blocks.

LESSON THREE

Background: This is to emphasize dividing by ten. Just as multiplying by ten causes
each numeral to count the next larger place, so dividing by ten causes each numeral to
count the next smaller place. This should be emphasized as the lesson in multiplication
and this one are developed.

Introduction: The children should have base ten blocks and the "corner- mat to follow
what you do on the overhead.

Place the following material on the overhead:



1

J

1

S

d
e

T
w
0

Side One

0

"How much of this will go into a rectangle having this length of Side One?"

On the overhead arrange:

Side One

0 D

"How long is Side Two?"

"Are the two ones enough to make another Side One?"

Write: 10 .-.: 3 R 2

Point out the 3 has moved from the tens place to the ones place. Put the following on
the overhead:

12i



Side One
t I

"What should I use in the rectangle?"

Arrange:

S 0 0 0

5tde Line

1 1

d
1 1e
I I

T J J

Do I have enough ones to extend the rectangle more?"

"What would I need to extend the rectangle more?"

"How long is Side Two?"

Write: 4-. 20 S R 4

Point out that 4 TENS 2 TENS is lust like 4 UNIFIX 2 UNIFIX. The result is 2.



Actoityi The children should work on the worksheets using base ten blocks and the
"corner" mat. Observe the correct placement of the tens in the rectangle and the
correct identification of the side mode and the remainder, if there is one.

Note. Tins lessor? ecroiThriemed Pp decode mental di yisiori es suggested

Whet is th-ei7ty diyided zU teo7"

"Whet /s forty divided by twenty.;"" etc

LESSON FOUR

Bockground: This lesson puts together dividing by tens and dividing by ones into the use
of a "two digit" division. It should not be used until the first three are thoroughly
understood. With this lesson children will need to recognize when to exchange tens for
ones and will have to try different possibilities for Side Two, so expect some errors to
begin with. Allow plenty of time for the base ten block activities.

Introduction. Children should have base ten blocks to follow what you do on the
overhead. On the overhead arrange:

Side One
I

I D
1 0

a

"I want to make the largest rectangle with this side (point to Side One) from these base
ten blocks (point to the materials available)"

"How many tens and ones can I use?"

Arrange as



S

e

T

w
0

Side One

MEM SWIM

I

I I

I I

I

1

I

I

"The ten left won't make another row across to comple4 -9ctangle so it must stag as
a remainder."

Write: 32:1 = 2 R 10

Do another:

S

d

e

T
w
0

Side One
LU

1=I=

I I

I I

I I

I I_J.
I

I

I

I

"How many tens can I use in the rectangle?"

"How many ones can I use?"

Arrange as

D D
0 0 0
0 D
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The two is a remainder"

Write: 38=-: 12 = 3 R 2

0 0

Activity: When it is clear the children realize they must make the LARGEST rectangle
possible with the given side from the given materials, put them to work to do the
worksheets with base ten blocks.



LEVEL THREE

COMPUTATION: STANDARD FORM FOR DIVISION

5ackground: After children have worked with the rectangle model they can be
introduced to the standard form using a single digit division or a divisor shoeing tens.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Write 4 4,17r on the chalkboard. Explain that this shows division of 44 by
4.

On the overhead place a division workmat in overhead transparency form:

Tens Ones

Put the 44 with base ten pieces:

Tens Ones

111MIMINIM 0



Put the 4 ONES as a divisor as shown:

Tens Ones

0 IMMIMME=11

0

0

a
a
a
a

"What is four TENS divided by four ONES?"

"Notice that four divided by four is one but one WHAT?" ONE TEN

Put the TEN in the "Quotient'
Tens Ones

a

a
a

01111111111
111111111

a
a
a
a

"What is four ONES divided by four ONES?"

12 a



"How many groups of four ones are toi four ones?" ONE
Put that in:

Tens Ones
a

a I= NM II1il I
a
a

a
a
a
a

11

so 4/4-4 results. Emphasize the lst "1" counts TENS and the 2nd "1" counts ones!!

Activity_ Children should use base ten blocks to show the divisions on the worksheets
f. rovided.



LEVEL THREE

SYMBOLS: + AND X USED TOGETHER

Background: Children should begin to recognize that addition and
subtraction are basic operations and multiplication and division are
basically renaming operations. This 12 4 is another name for 3, and 5 x 2
is another name for 10. Hence, in 3 x 3 + 2, 3 x 3 is done first to get the
number to be ADDED to 3. In general, "x" and are always done first to
rename numbers. "+" and "-- are done last in any order.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Use tiles on the overhead with children following what you
do with tiles at their desks. Piece 12 tiles on the overhead.

"How might I arrange these in a rectangle?"

Accept the first suggestion, i.e., 3 by 4 and arrange these:

Write 12 3 x 4.

"Can I make a different rectangle?" Arrange this.

You should get the children to see that there are three rectangles, 3 x 4,
6 x 2, 12 x 1. "What is the largest square I can make from these twelve
tiles?"

Arrange 8S:

iii

Point out the three left over. Write: 12 3 x 3 + 3.

Emphasize the 3 x 3 is 9. Three added to this gives the 12 tiles.

Is there another square we can make?"

1



Ten we make more than one?"

Arrange:

We get THREE 2 x 2 squares. Write: 12 = 3 x (2 x 2)

Point out the parentheses around the 2 x 2 to show how the 3 squares are
made.

Activity! Give students tiles and the recording forme: io work on. Check to
be sure the number sentences are being written correctly.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: This lesson is to have children interpret sentences having
operation signs into arrangements of materials. You lead with tiles on the
overhead and follow by arranging tiles at their desks.

Write 10 = 3 x 3 + 1 on the chalkboard or on the overhead projector. Have
the children suggest how the tiles can be arranged to show this. Arrange
the tiles and have the children arrange theirs:

Discuss this, if needed.

Write a second number sentence. 9 = 2 x 4 + 1.

Ask the children to arrange their tiles to show this. Put the arrangement
of tiles on the overhead:

IBM
Activity; Have the children work on the worksheets provided, using square
tiles.



Monitor clrefully to see that the number sentences are interpreted so the
"x" is used to rename numbers BEFORE terms are combined using "+" or "--".

LESSON THREE

Pair the children. Within each pair, they are to take turns generating
number sentences for the other to construct using tiles.



LEVEL THREE

PROBLEM SOLVING 1

Background: Study the material provided on the fourteen kinds of adding
and subtracting problems arising from comparison, joining and separating,
and part-part-whole relations in the LEVEL TWO Guide. These are
summarized and exemplified in the beginning of this Guide.

Involve the children with problem solving of this kind at least once each
week. The kinos of problem solving to use are:

1. The 14 cases of addition end subtraction with increasingly larger
numbers. Give more practice with those that are presenting more
difficulty those other than combine 1, change 1, change 2, and compare 1.

2. Multiplication and division based upon repeated addition and
subtraction end distributive division.

3. Problems that are multi-step in that more than one operation is used.
(See problem solving material in Level Two Guide for sample problems.
Put larger numbers into these.)

4. Non-numeric problems that involve Pattern Blocks and Tangrams. Some
examples are provided along with sources of commercial materials that
are good for this.



CHANGE PROBLEMS (PROBLEM SOLVING)

This is a procedure for giving oral problems to children to get them to
understand the different kinds of problems, and to learn to write number
sentences that represent these.

Children should have blocks, cubes or something to represent the objects
in the problems. They should have recording forms.

"I will read the problem slowly. Listen for the question. Think of the
number to answer the question. Write on the recording form."

Reed the problem. Display a printed form of it on the overhead while
reading slowly. Give children time to think and to manipulate objects if
they need it.

"This time think of the number sentence that shows what is in the
problem. Write this. Circle the number in the number sentence that
answers the question in the problem."

Again give time.

Discuss each problem and its number sentence after the children have done
it.

Below are the b change problems with the number sentences as samples.
You supply the numbers appropriate for the time of the year.

Change 1: (easy)

Tom had boxes. Jane gave him boxes. How many boxes did he
have?

N1 N2

Change 2:

boys were sitting in the gym boys got up and left the gym.
How many boys were in the gym?

N1 N2



Pg. 2

Donal (hard)

Paul has UNIFIX cubes. Paula gave him some more UNIFIX cubes.
Paul then had NIFIX cubes. How many did Paula give him?

N1 N3

girls were waiting for the bus. A few girls got tired and left so
there were girls waiting for the bus. How many girls left the bus
stop?

Change 5

Fran had some Pattern blocks in a box. Marge put more Pattern
Blocks in the box. Fran counted Pattern Blocks in the box. How many
Pattern blocks did Fran have to start with?

Change 6:

N2 = N3

Tom had some tennis balls. He gave of them to Peter, and had
left iris bag. How may tennis balls did he have to start with?

N2 w N3



LEVEL THREE

PROBLEM SOLVING: GENERATING PROBLEMS

Background- d- Children should interpret open sentences into (a) arrangements of materials
and (b) wrxds involving those operations.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Write an open sentence on the chalkboard: 4 + 7 0 "What does the 0
show?" "What operation is to be used?" "Someone suggest a story to go along with the
number sentence."

Discuss these stories, particularly terms like "in all," "aItogether," "How many more", etc.
Try to elicit different problem types that could be represented by this combine, join,
etc. Using the same numbers, write the following open sentences and ask the children to
write a story for each. Remind them, the st g must have a question to be answered as
shown by the ".

0=7 + 4; 4+ =7; +4=7.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Write the open sentence. 7 0 7.: 4 on the board. Ask the seme set of
questions about ", -" and the numerals. Ask for stones to go along with this and
discuss. Then put the following on the chalkboard and have the children write stories to
go with them: 7 - 4 0 ; 4 z. 7; 7 4

LESSON THREE

Introduction: Put 7, 8 and + on the chalkboard. Ask the children to think of a story with a
QUESTION that involves 7 and 8 and +. Discuss 3 or 4 of these suggested stories. Write
one of them on the board and have the children write the number sentence for it, solve it.
Follow up with others such as: 21, 15, -; 5, 4, +; 21, 7, -; 5, 9, +; 9, 4, +, 20, 16, -;
16, 9, -; 9, 4, -; 17, 8, +; etc. Collect the problem samples and sentences written.
Some of these can be used for other problem solving.

LESSON FOUR

Give the children only numeral pairs and let them write story problems using these. Have
them write number sentences for each problem written. ip



LEVEL THREE

PROBLEM SOLVING. MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

Background: Mast problems children have with verbal problems requiring multiplication
and division arise from rj lack of understanding of whet these operations mean. Their
experience with the situations that give rise to these operations is too limited.
Multiplication too often is taught only as **repeated addition" and division as "repeated
subtraction." Althougt, these operations arise from consideration of part-part whole
situations, joining, separating, and comparing like addition and subtraction, other more
complex situations also require multiplication and division.

Similar to CHANGE 1 addition problems are "repeated addition" CHANGE 1 multiplication
problems. An initial set of some size is given, a number indicating how many sets of

this size are pine, is given and the larger resulting set must be found. An example is:

:John put 6 handfuls of 3 nicriels each into ahank How many nickels did John put into
t.,le hank 7"

An inverse of this, CHANGE 2, results when a large set is given, the size of a smaller
set is given, and one needs to find the change number describing HOW MANY of that size

can be made. This is the "measurement" or -repeated subtractici" division. An example

i s: "Susie has *".1cookies. She gives 3 cookies to each of the children on the
playground many children g&I cookies?"

This is essentially a minting process. The child must count how many 3's can be

obtained from 24.

CHANGE 3 problems involve a large initial set, a known change number and the SIZE of

the final EQUAL sets that can be made from this must ge found. This is the PARTITION
interpretation of division. An example is: "Susie hes 24 cookies. She gives the same
manlier of cookies to each of 4 friends. How many cookies does each friend get ?"

Here the child must develop some strategy for assuring EQUALITY of the resulting sets.
Comparison of two sets involves a comparison set end referent set, along with either a
diffuences set or a correspondence between elements of the set. If questions involve
"mere than" or "less than", addition and subtraction result. If questions are "how many
TIMES AS MANY?" or WHAT PART OF ?" are asked, multiplication or division may result.

COMPARE 1 problems result when one is given the referent set and a correspondence
and needs to find the comparison set. An example is: "/, is hes 3 TINES AIS MANI/

nickels as dimes She has 4 dimes Now many t.sickeis goes she have 7"

Multiplication is needed to answer the question

1



COMPARE 2 problems result when one is given the comparison set and the
correspondence and the referent set must be found. An example is: 'Iris has 15 niciels
She has 3 tiMP5 MANY nickels as dimes Now mans, 0/177es does ho 'e.:2

Division is used to answer this question.

COMPARE 3 problems result when the two sets are given and the correspondence must
be founoi. An example is: "frank hos 24 tiinteis and t9 dimes: lie lies HOW MANY TINES as
Intit6 as dimes?"

Division gives the answer.

COMPARE 4 problems involve finding the correspondence in the other direction. An
example is: "Frank has 24 nickels and 8 di es frank's dimes are whet fractional PART
OF his nickels?"

This is really the finding of a ratio of dimes to nickels:
0:24 or 1:3_ However, the division 8/24 usually is expressed as a fraction 1/3
The result is real conflict between a child's concept of fraction in terms of equal parts
of a whole and the concept of ratio as a correspondence.

COMPARE 5 problems result when the correspondence sought is MANY-TO-MANY. An
example is: There are L..2 girls and lei toys in the room NOW MANY times as Many Pays
are there as girls?"

Again, division to find the answer results in a conflict between fraction and ratio.

COMPARE 6 problems ask for the many-to-many correspondence, but in the opposite
direction. An example is: There are /2 girls and hi in a room The girls
represent WA T PART Of the hogs?

Division again results in a fraction this time <1. Note the difficulty in finding
language to avoid creating the ratio-fraction conflict.

COMPARE 7 problems result when one set and a many-to-many correspondence is given
and the other set must be found. An example is "There ere 16 Pegs in the class There
ore 4/3 AS MANY Pays as girls Now many pis are there?"

Dividing by the fraction is needed. If the larger set is sought, COMPARE 8 problems
result. An example is: There are g;rls in the room The numPer of hogs is 4/3 the
111/MPer of girls Now many hogs ai e in the roonr"
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Multiplication gives the answer.

RATE problems involve a constant rate of change of one variable relative to another, or
a constant comparison of one variable relative to another. Rate problems involve a
total of one variable fourd by multiplying a rate x units of the second variable. .Ne

rates are usually expressed in units such as mi.ihr., $/lb.; lb.icu. ft; Zi(parts/100)
etc. These problems should not be Introduced to students until they have a good
understanding of the rate function in general. That is the purpose of introducing "guess
tisiRtne"early and gradually working it into consideration of constant rate, or linear
functions.

RATE 1 problems result when one is given the rate and the value of the INDEPENDENT
variable and must find the value of the related DEPENDENT variable. An example is:
'Fred pays $1200/soaere yard (the rate) for carpet Now much will 16 square yards
(value gf the dependent variable) cost hini.P"

Notice that you must find a total (of the dependent variable),
multiplying $12.00 /sq. yd. x 16 sq. yds. gives $192.00. The units of the independent
variable cancel to give an answer expressed in units of the independent variable.

RATE 2 problems result when one is given the rate and value of the dependent variable
and must find the value of the corresponding independent variable. An example is:
*John paid $16200 for carpeting that cost $9/square yard How many ware yards did
he Pay?"

Division gives the answer: $162.00 r. $9isq. yd x sq. yds. sq. yds.
$162 divided by $9/sq. yds.

Here the $ units cancel and the answer is in the units of the other variable.

RATE 3 problems result when a pair of values of the two variables is given and one
must find the rate. An example is: Peter paid 1342 for 200 eight foot A. Whet
was the cost 1.17 dollars of each A' 41

$342 $ f2x4' x 200 '2x4's' so

$ i'2x4" $342 divided by $200 `2x4's. ^ $1 71 for each '2x4'.

This is the rate: $1.7112x4'.

Several kinds of problems are based upon the NULTIPICAT ION PRINCIPLE Ai long these
are the selection problems.
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SELECTION I problems involve simple ordered pairs where the choice set for each
element of the ordered pair as given the number of possible ordered pairs is sought. An
example is: dam as 3 sweaters w,,th different patterns. She also has 5 different color
skirts How many outfits cons/stint.? of a sweeter AND skirt can she select to wear?"
The ordered pairs can be seen at the intersections of rows and columns in a matrix.

Red

(R)

Blue
(8)

SKIRTS
Plaid White

(P) (W)
Green
(G)

S

W Blue (b) b,R b,B b,P b,W b,G

E

A White (w) w,R w,B w,P w,W w,G
T
E Violet (v) v,R v,G v,P v,W v,G
R

S

They also can be seen from a factor tree.

SWEATERS

lue
S RE -hite

iolet

lue

K RI II hi'?
iolet

I PLAID
lue
hite

violet

lue
R WHIT white

violet

T GREE white
violet

S



In either case we have 3 x 5 or 5 x 3 15 pairs.

SELECTION 2 problems result when one is given one choice set and the total number of
pairs and the second choice set is sought. An example is: :lane /vs IV sweater-skirt
outfits. She has 4 sweaters How many skirts does she hove?"

Division is needed to find the answer: 24 4 -7 6 skirts.

SELECTION 3 and SELECTION 4 problems involve triples made from 3 choice sets,
quadruples made from 4 choice sets, or the extended -taloies,

Examples are:

'Frank has 5 sport coats. 3 vests and 5 pairs of trousers Now many outfits consisting
of a sport coat, vest and pair of trousers can he choose from?"

Multiplication is required to obtain 5 x 3 x 5 75 outfits.

"Frank can make 24 different outfits consisting ofa sport coat, vest and trousers. He
has sport coats and 4 pairs of trousers and some vests How many vests does he
have?"

The problem requires multiplication AND division: Multiply 3 x 4 and then divide 24 by
this product.

Children should have experience with these situations using concrete objects. Symbols
probably should be used with just the CHANGE problems at this level.



LEVEL THREE

PROBLEM SOLVING: An Emphasis on Strategies

LESSON ONE:

1. Make up a problem.

2. Have children put information in a table.

3. Give questions to answer.

Example: Lest week on Monday; 40 boys and 32 girls ate hot
lunch; on Tuesday, 28 boys and 23 girls ate hot lunch; on Wednesday 34 boys and 41 girls
ate hot lunch; on Thursday 10 boys and 8 girls ate hot lunch; on Friday 34 boys and 39 girls
ate hot lunch:

Number Eating Hot Lunch

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Bogs

Girls

1. How many people ate hot lunch on Wednesday?

2. How many more boys ate hot lunch on Monday?

3. How many boys ate hot lunch during the week?

4. How many people at hot lunch during the week

5. How many more girls ate hot lunch on Wednesday than on Monday?

LESSON TWO:

1. Give problems that require the children to try out different possibilities or to guess
and check.



Example: Tom has 4 coins that total 50 cents. What coins does he have?

Each shape has sides:

AO
How many squares would you need to get 16 sides?

How many sides would 5 squares and 3 triangles have?

How many triangles and how many pentagons would you need to have 29 sides?

LESSON THREE:

Use multi-step problems: Twenty-four children were taking Suzuki violin. Last week, 3
children quit and 7 children started the class. How many children are now taking Suzuki
violin?

These kinds are made easier by having a "number" day with UNIFIX cubes. For example:
Start with a twelve UNIFIX cube link. Have children join to and take away UNIFIX cubes
from this link, writing the number sentences each time, i.e.:

12, join two, take away three, 12 + 2 3 11.

LESSON FOUR

Give students problems That have more information than needed so they must use the
RELEVANT information.

Example: John has 4 horses, 6 sheep, 14 chickens and 10 rabbits. How many 4-legged pets
does he have?

LESSON FIVE:

Children should also recognize when there is not enough information to solve a problem.

Example: Fred and Tony bought 4 bags of marbles How many marbles did they get?

Jean and Fran shared their cookies with three other girls. How many cookies did each girl
get?

I.



LESSON SIX:

Children should be able to round to the nearest decade, i.e. 37 to 40, or to the nearest
hundred, i.e. 195-200 in order to estimate an answer. When they find the answer they then
know if it makes sense.

Example: The third grade has 28 children and the fourth grade has 31 children. Is the
number of children in both grades closer to 6 or 60?

There are 6 stickers on e.page. Janet used 8 1/2 pages. Is the number of stickers she used
closer to 40 or 50?

LESSON SEVEN:

Children should use tables to put several known Cxamples into to answer questions.

John's father sold 3 cottages for every 10 houses he sold. If in a year, he sold 12 cottages,
how many houses did he sell?

Houses 10 2x10=20 3x10=30 4x10 =40

Cottages 3 2x3=6 1 3x3 =9 4x3=12

If you have done the UNIFIX ratio activities with some frequency, children should be able
to generate the table.

Sources of problems: Problem Solving periences in Mathematics, Charles, Mason &
Martin, Addison Wesley Publishing Company (Grades 3 and 4).
Mathematics Problem Solving Activities, Dale Seymour Publications (Grades 3 and 4.)

1



LEVEL THREE

Examples of Problems Appropriate for this Level:

1. John had crayons. Donald had more than John. Together they had 40
crayons. Find all pairs of numbers showing their crayons so the answer will be
40 crayons.

2. Jean has UNIFIX cubes. Patsy had fewer UNIFIX cubes than Jean.
Together they had 28 UNIFIX cubes. Find all pairs of numbers for their UNIFIX cubes
so the answer will be 28 UNIFIX cubes.

Terri brought 3 dozen cookies for the class Harty. She took 4 beck home. How
many cookies were eaten at the party?

4. Peter put in 6 rows of lettuce with 12 seeds in each row. Half of the seeds grew.
How many lettuce plants came up? Insects destroyed 10 plants. How many lettuce
plants were left?

Johnson's bean plants grew 1/3 inch daily for 2 weeks. How much teller were they
after 2 weeks?

6. At the school store, three oranges plus two apples cost $1.55. Two oranges plus
three apples Lost $.05 more. What is the cost of one orange? Of one apple?

7 Joan's mother lost 45 pounds on a diet. She now weighs126 pounds. How much did
she weigh before dieting?

8. In the basektbell tournament, Tammy scored 32 points, Iris scored 19 points and
Lil scored 24 points. Tammy scored how many more points than Lil? Iris scored
how many fewer points than Lil? How many more points would Iris
have to score t) htive as many as Tammy?

9. John and his sister get the same allowance $1.00 each week. One week John
spent $.38 on a candy bar and $.25 for a pencil. His sister spent $.49 for a scarf.
Which had more money lrft? How much more?

10. The classes at Franklin School are always bigger than those at the Merritt School.
Jan's third grade at Franklin has 28 students. There are 50 third graders at the
two schools. How many are in third grade at Merritt?

11. Tim is 9 years old and his brother is 13 years old. How old will Tim be when his
brot1;zr is 19 years old?

4
411

1



12. Mrs. Erickson had four boxes of UN1F IX cubes with two links of ten in each box. She
spilled them all on the floor. How many UNIF1X cubes were on the floor?

13. Patsy bought 4 candy bars at $.40 each and 5 packages of gum. The bill was $2.85.
How much is each package of gum?

14. Kathy found same colored links in the closet. Each link was 3/4 inch long. She
made 3 chain of 20 links. How many inches long was the chain?

15. Tom's mother gave him some money to buy groceries. He bought two tomatoes at
$.40 each and 3 packages of carrots for $.09 each. He received $.03 change. How
much money did his mother give him?

16. Bill and Carol decided to pick 100 pussy willows for the classroom. After one
hour, Bill had picked 32 and Carol 38. How many more pussy willows did they need
to pick?

17. Judy and Bob sold tickets to the class carnival. Bill sold 12 and Judy sold 4 more
than Bill. How many tickets did they sell together?

18. Ann noticed that each row at the Arena had one more seat than the row below it.
The first row has 13 seats and there are 9 rows. How many seats ure in the ninth
row?

19. Tom made snowballs. He gave snowballs to each of 4 friends. Find
as many pairs of numbers for the snowballs as you can so that they would be
equally distributed to 4 friends.

20. Bob has bags of marbles. Each bag has marbles. Bob has 60 marbles.
Find as many pairs of numbers for bags and marbles as you can so that Bob will
have 60 marbles.

21. Bernice has books. On her birthday she gets 11 new books. She then
has books. Find as many number pairs for the books as you can so she
will have received11 new books each time.

22. Tom has toy cars. Nine are red end are blue. Find as many number
pairs for toy cars and blue ones so there are elwayc 9 red cars.

23. Jean has pencils. She has 6 pencils more then Bill. Bill has pencils.
Find as many number pairs as you can so Jean always has 6 pencils more than Bill.

2



24. Sissy has pencils. She has 9 pencils fewer than Joyce. Joyce has
pencils. Find as many number pairs for the pencils as you can so Sissy will always
have 9 fewer then Joyce.

25. Alice has skirts. She gets more skirts on her birthday. She now has
14 skirts altogether. Find as many number pairs as you can so she always has 14
skirts.

26. Frank has records. Hip mother gives him 12 more records. He then has
records. Find as many number pairs as you can so Frank's mother will have

given him12 more records.

27. Sarah has puppies. She gives puppies to Jill. Sarah has 5 puppies
left. Find as many number pairs as you can so that Sarah always has 5 puppies
left.

28. Felix has 13 cats. of his cats ran away. He has cats left.

29. Archie has pencils and Reggie has pencils. Reggie has 6 more
pencils than Archie. Find as many number pairs as you can so Reggie has 6 more
pencils than Archie.

30. Betty has 12 books. Veronica has fewer books than Betty. Veronica has
books. Find as many number pairs as you can so Betty will always have 12

books.

3



LEVEL THREE

PROBLEM $01 1116: TANGRA11S

Background: You may want to demonstrate on the overhead with problem transparencies
and tengrams first. Then assign worksheets to the children to complete with tangrams on
those that do not have outlines of tangram pieces, have children trace the tengrams to
show where they were placed in solving the problem:

r

Additional problem activities with Tangrams are available
1. Tangram Patterns Creative Publications
2. Hands on Tangrarns 3 Creative Publications
3. Tangram Cards Elementary Science Study Unit

_1 4



MORE COMMERCIAL TANGRAM ACTIVITIES
Source: Tangrameth

FIND OUT WHICH

IS LARGER BY

COVERING WITH

TANGRAMS II

143



COVER WITH

TANGRAM PIECES !

.00000101151111010404....%..

14



EXAMPLE OF A COMMERCIAL TANGRAM ACTIVITY

Source: TANGRAM PATTERNS

Superman flying
'09



A SAMPLE TANGRAM PROBLEM GENERATOR' PROBLEM

AMMON.,"
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LEVEL THREE

EQUALITY

Background: At this level equality activities should involve place ialue
with numbers of 2 digits used.

Challenge children to write the numbers in as many different way as
possible.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: On the overhead projector place en equality mat with base
ten blocks as shown. Tell children to arrange theirs the same way as you
do.

0

00 0

0 0
0 El

0

"How much is shown on the left side?"

"How much is shown on the right side?"

is the same amount shown on both sides?

Group the right side as shown:

0

0

DODO
DODO



"What are the parts of the fourteen on the right side?"

Write: 14 = 6 + 8

Regroup into:

"What are the parts on the right side now?"

Write: 14 = 3 + 4 + 7 below the other. Write several starts of number
sentences below these: 14 =

14-
14 =, etc.

Have the children group the ONES on the right side so as to get a number
sentence DIFFERENT from any on the board. Write these down as generated.

Activity.; Pass out recording sheets and have the children generate as
many number sentences for each given number as they can. Repeat this
lesson at least once a month.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Arrange the following on the overhead. Children should have
equality boards and base ten blocks:



O
DO

DODO
DODD
DODD

"Arrange yours to be like mine."

"Are both sides equal?"

Write: 5 + 16 = 21

Tan this be written another way? look at the ONES on the bottom."

Write: 5 + 4 x 4 = 21

"Four times four is another name for sixteen."

"Arrange the left side in 3 groups." Ask for number sentences from several
children and write these down.

Examples:

6 + 5 + 5 = 21
+ 3 + = 21, etc.

Discuss each case presented.

Activity: Have the children work on the prepared activity sheets. Check on
each child to determine whether or not number sentences are being
written correctly. Repeat parts of the lesson as needed to remediate
number sentence writing problems.
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LEVEL THREE

INEQUALITY

LESSON ON

Introduction: Prepare about 25 number cards with number words from nine
to forty on them. Have 2 or 3 of each kind available. Children should have
tiles and the recording forms.

On the overhead projector place the following tile arrays:

"Which rectangle has more tiles?"

"We use this sign to show that the open side points to larger number" Put
the symbol on the overhead between them:

Write: 9 < 12
The sign always points to the smaller number. Switch the positions of
the tile arrays:

"How should the cign point now?" Have one of the children arrange it.
Repeat with two different numbers of tiles.

Activittx Pass out two different number cards to each child. They are to
build a the arrangement to show the two numbers and write the number
sentence to show the comparison of them.
All remaining cards should be placed in a deck accessible to the children.
When they finish with two they are to remove two more from the deck and
place their two on the deck. Monitor to see the children are not always
putting the larger number to the left or right.
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LEVEL THREE

USING CALCULATORS: CALCULATORS

Background: You should have a classroom set of four function calculators
with large keys that are solar powered or have long life batteries with
automatic power shift off after a short period of disuse. First find out
how the calculator operates. Most use arithmetic logic: 5 + 3 = yields
8. These are the kind of use since they parallel the number sentence
structure of canonical form a + b = c.

First make sure ALL students know which keys to depress in which order.
Also determine whether the first ADDEND entered or the second ADDEND
entered is repeated when = is depressed, and whether the first FACTOR or
the last FACTOR is repeated when = is depressed.

LESSON ONE: FREE EXPLORATION

Give each child a calculator. Let them push buttons at will they rant
hurt the calculator. Be prepared to answer questions about the unusual
displays they might obtain exponential notation resulting from large
number overflows of the display.

LESSON TWO: COUNTING

Have the children use the repeat function of the calculator to keep
pressing the = to add the desired number repeatedly.

1. Count from 1

2. Count from any N
3. Skip counting

Example: 12

L.4

2

3 3

In skip counting, use a hundreds chart and have the children circle each
number that appears on the display. Encourage them to look for patterns, to
predict which number comes next in the skip counting, etc.
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Develop worksheets similar to that provided to help children recognize the
patterns in number sequences or on a table.

LESSON THREE: PLACE VALUE

Introduction: Have the children push on the calculator.

"In what place is the 2?"

Push on the calculator.

"In what place is 3?"

In what place is 2?"
"What number is shown?"

Push El

"In what place is 4?"

"In what place is 3?"

"In what place is 2?"

"In displaying a number, the numeral for WHICH PLACE is pushed first?"
second?" last?"

Activity_ The children should have base ten blocks and calculators. Have
them build numbers out of the base ten blocks and then push buttons on the
calculator to display these. The worksheets should be completed

An additional source of sheets to use is "KEYSTROVS Counting and Place
Value" available from several instructional materials catalogs.



LEVEL THREE

GUESS MY RULE

Background: You as teacher will be a rule machine. Children will give you
small whole numbers. You will use the rule on these to generate a
response. Children are to °guess" your rule. Establish the ground rule that
a child is not to blurt out the rule when discovered. This spoils it fo-
other children. When a child thinks he or she knows the rule, the correct
test is, if I gave you (number), you give me

(number) back?" You answer by "yes" or "no".

Introduction: Tell the children you have a rule. Ask one child for a number.
Use the rule to return a number. Then ask for another, etc.

Example: Rule: IN number + 7 OUT number
Response:

IN OUT If no child suggests it, you
"3" "10" suggest putting numbers IN
"6" "13" ORDER in the IN column to see
"2" 9" the rule more easily.

These rules can involve any of the basic arithmetic operations.



LEVEL THREE

GEOMETRY: BASIC PROPERTIES
Beck round: In their development of geometric ideas, children first
recognize TOPOLOGICAL properties. These include closed v. open shapes:

Inside-on-outside point location relative to a bounded area:

F)

1

1 is OUTSIDE

P2 is ON

3 is INSIDE

And whether or not shapes have one "hole" or two "holes". The latter is
more closely related to their recognition of printed English letters than
geometric shapes encountered.

They also recognize TRANSFORMATIONAL properties. A shape does not
change by rotating it about a point or "flipping" it over a line or moving it
in space. They can recognize symmetry about a line or point, for example.

EUCLIDEAN properties associated with measurement and assigning of
numeric values to length, angle, area, etc. develop more slowly since
number is involved.

Recently a model of development of geometric ideas was proposed by the
Van Hieles. Very briefly it is as follows:

Level 0 (the student considers visually identifiable properties as a whole,
without regard to components). Students at this level think orientation in
space, proportionality of shape (similarity) differentiate shapes:



Hence El is different from

is different from

and

They also ignore some properties such as straight v. curved lines:

Thus and are the same.

Students at this level will shift from one property to another when sorting
or classifying she les.

Level 0 (the student can compare component properties of shapes but does
not use class inclusion consistently, e.g. a square is a parallelogram).
Students will often focus on a single property to classify instead of
multiple properties, e.g. "equal sides AND one right angle."

Students will often identify shapes by several properties rather than the
minimum set of sufficient properties.

Students at Level Three are likely to be at one of these levels or
transitional to the next level where they use definitions, can modify
these, or recognize equivalent definitions (OR) can recognize class
inclusion and sort shapes using the minimum set of sufficient conditions.
They also make correct use of "if, then" statements. Students at Level I

also can make multiple classifications: "A square is a rectangle". "A
square is an equiangular shape."

The lessons in geometry are fomuleted to help children consolidate
thinking at the level they are at and to help them move to the next evel.

u



LEVEL THREE

GEOMETRY: PROPERTIES OF SHAPES

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Put an overhead transparency of different shapes that has
been prepared from the supplied master on the overhead projector. Ask the
children to look at all of the different geometric shapes

"Which of these can you name?"

"What properties do they have that make them different?"

*For example, they don't have the same number of sides."

List these properties as they are generated. Same likely to come forth that
you might solicit through probing questions, are:

The number of sides
Whether sides have the same lengths
The kinds of angles
Whether all straight lines, all curved lines or a mixture
Whether open or closed shape

Point to two, i.e., the square and the rectangle:

"How are these alike?" "How are these different?" "Which of these could be
grouped together?"

Write these on the blackboard.

Continue in this fashion, having the children compare two figures at a time
to identify how they are ALIKE and how they are DIFFERENT from each other.

"Which of these are special cases of others?" "Is a square a special kind of
rectangle?" "How is it different from other rectangles?" The purpose is to
get children to focus on:

side relationships
angle relationships
opposite side relationships



LEVEL THREE

GEOMETRY: SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES

Introduction: Place some shape on the overhead projector, i.e., a rectangle.
'What shape that you know the name of differs from this in just one way
sides, angles, etc.?'

Discuss the first shape suggested thoroughly. How is it like the given
shape? How is it different from the given shape?' "Suggest another shape
different in just one way from the given shape, but not in the same way as
bef ore."

Discuss this thoroughly. Contrast it with the first shape suggested.

Repeat the procedure with a second shape on the overhead.

Activity: Assign the worksheet to pairs of students. Monitor the work.
Ask questions to get them to look at as many different properties of
shapes as you can.
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LEVEL THREE

GEOMETRY: GEOBLOCKS I

packground; Children should have experience in comparing volumes of
frequently found shapes, identify how they are alike and how they are
different and see how their linear dimensions are related to volume.

Introduction: Show the children two different geoblocks. Ask them how
they are ALIKE. You may have to prompt them to look at the number of
edges, corners, or faces, or the shapes of the feces. Explore this as fully
as you can.

Then ask them how the blocks are DIFFERENT. Try to get at the idea of how
much space they occupy. Ask the children how they might determine if
they occupied the SAME amount of space, or which occupied MORE space.

Activity' Put masking tape labels on 5 different geoblocks to label them
A,13, C, D and E. Two of these should have different shapes, but occupy the
same amount of space. Put these at a work station along with the
recording forms. Have children go to the work station in pairs over a
period of days to complete the worksheets. When all have done this,
discuss the results with the whole group.
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LEVEL THREE

GEOBLOCKS: SURFACE AREA

Introduction: Children should work in pairs. Each pair is to have 3 blocks
not too radically different from each other.

"Hold up a block that has FIVE faces.-

Discuss FACES and the kinds of geometric shapes found on them.

On the overhead projector, show how to make a "geojacket" by tracing the
faces of a block to make such an outline. The geojackel for a CUBE is
shown as an example:

Activity: Ask the children to make a geojacket like this for each of their
geoblocks by tracing faces on graph paper. Upon completion:

"Which of your geojackets have the same area?"

"Which of your geoblocks have the same volume, but different area
geojackets ?"

"If you cut out your geojackets, could you fold it up to make a 'paper"
geoblock?"

Follow-up Activity: The geojackets should be cut out, folded, taped
together, and colored. They could be hung around the room as mobiles.
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LEVEL THREE

GEOMETRY: GEOBLOCKS 2

LESSON ONE: Rectang)±§.

Children see rectangles in textbooks that (1) have the long side in a
horizontal position and (2) are a close approximation to the Golden
Rectangle.

They rarely see rectangles that are oriented differently or that have long
sides and very narrow widths.

Introduction: Take one of the rectangular solid geoblocks. Trace around
each face on the chalkboard or on the overhead transparency. Point out
how the rectangles are different and alike.

Activity; Groups of children should have a set of geoblocks each. They
should also have a large sheet of wrapping paper on which to trace. Have
each group find and trace as many different rectangles as they can. The
wrapping paper should NOT have two tracings of the same rectangle.
Children can check on this by placing a face of a block or two rectangles
thought to be alike to see if they are. When all groups are complete, hang
the wrapping paper up where all can see_ Ask questions about the results.

"How many rectangles are there?"

"How many of these are squares?"

"How many non-square rectangles are there?"

"Which rectangles look like they have one side of the same length?"

If children discover that a group has made two or more tracings of the
same rectangle, have this checked by placing the appropriate face of a
block on each.

1



LESSON TWO: Triangles

Choose a triangular base solid (ramp). Trace all faces on the chalkboard or
overhead. Point out the triangles.

"How are they alike?"

"What do a rectangle and a triangle have in common?"

Activity; Children should be organized and given materials as in Lesson
One. They are to trace all DIFFERENT triangles that they find on the faces
of the geoblocks. When this is complete discuss as with the rectangles.
Try to get children to identify the different RIGHT triangles and the non-
right triangles they have found.

LESSON THREE

Hold up two dissimilar geoblocks:

-How are these alike?" DISCUSS

"How are these different?" DISCUSS

Clarify terminology. Solid Shapes like the geoblocks have FACES, EDGES
and VERTICES.

Look of assumptions of EQUAL edge length, EQUAL areas of faces, etc.



LEVEL THREE

GEOMETRY: GEOBOARDS

Background: Students sometimes tend to think of area as a number
resulting from substituting numbers into a formula. Work with Tangrams,
Pattern Blocks, tiles, graph paper and geoboards give them concrete
experiences that lead to thinking of area as that part of a plane within a
boundary.

LESSON ONE: Square

Introduction: Use either an overhead geoboard, a large demonstration
geoboard or the dotpaper template provided.

Make a square on it. Ask the children how many of the smaller squares of
the geoboard are inside this square. Tell them that the number of these
squares is the AREA.

"What is the area of the square I made?' "If I cut a square out of paper
just like the one I made on the geoboard, how many of the 'geoboard
squares' would I have?"

"Could 1 use the small geoboard squares to measure how much paper is in
that squarer "Would the area of the square I made on the geoboard be the
same as the area of the paper square?" "Could I measure the desk top with
little squares all the same size?"

Activity: Give each child a geoboard. These should be made with a
coordinate background so the pins are placed:

LIKE THIS NUT LIKE THIS

Have each child make a square on the ceoboard

it;



"Hold up your geoboards." "Who has the square with the least area?" "What
is the area of the square you made?" Have the children make squares and
record their areas on the form with a picture of the square.

LESSON TWO: Triangles

Introduction: Fold a piece of paper as shown:

Tear it in half and place the two triangles together.

"Are the two triangles the same?" "What do we know when 2 equal things
make a larger one?" "Each triangle has area half of the rectangle!" "If we
can find the areas of rectangles we cen find the areas of RIGHT triangles."

Be sure children can identify:
1. a RIGHT triadgle
2. the sides that meet in the right angle as sides of a rectangle.

LESSON THREE: Triangles

Introduction: On the overhead geoboard build a triangle.

Make a rectangle around it

1



Remind the children the triangle is half of the rectangle, so to find the
triangle area, they should make a rectangle that includes it and take half
of it.

"How long are the sides of the triangle that make a right angle?" (3 and 2)
"How long are the sides of the rectangle?" (3 and 2)
"How many squares inside the rectangle?"
"How many squares inside the triangle?"
"Some of the squares are made up of several small pieces."

Discuss this so the children see they can ALWAYS find a rectangle
associated with a right triangle and hence find the area of the right
triangle.

"What if this triangle has no right angle?"

Make a rectangle around it

"How many right triangles do you see?" "Can you find the area of these?"
"If you subtract the areas of the right triangles from the area of the
rectangle, what do you get?"

Discuss this thoroughly. Children can ALWAYS find the area of ANY
triangle on the geoboard by such a subtractive process of areas of right
triangles from enclosing (or circumscribing!) rectangles.



LEVEL THREE

GEOMETRY: TANGRAMS

ESSON ONE

There are several shape outlines in the student book. Give each child a set

of Tangrams and have them work those and outline the Tangram pieces as

in place when the problem is solved.

LESSON TWO

The children have a Tangram Problem Generator in their books. Have each

child make a shape by coloring 16 small triangles that all connect

together. A sample is provided to make a transparency to show how this is

done.

Each child should use Tangrams to try to solve it. Collect all "'tapes made.

Copy them. Put these into a box called "Challenges." Children can take one

and try to convert it successfully with Tangrams. If done, it is placed in a

box "Can Be Solved." If not, it is placed in a box, "NOT YET SOLVED." The

idea is to have remaining in the NOT YET SOLVED box only thosz. NO ONE has
been able to do.



LEVEL THREE

USING LOGO

Background: Read this section an Using LOGO in the LEVEL TWO Teacher's
Guide. If children have had LOGO experience as suggested there, they
should be familiar with the use of ST, BK, FD, LT, RT, HOME, CLEARSCREEN.

After children are adept at using these commands to make shapes, to hit
targets in the screen field, etc. they should learn to control the Turtle's
leavings to leave a trail or to not leave a trail.

PENUP PU This command does not affect the turtle's movements it
lifts the pen up so the turtle leaves no trail.

Closely related is: PENERASE PE

This command will remove a line previously made by having the turtle
retrace thot trail.

PENDOWN PD This command puts the pen back down so the turtle again
leaves a visible trail.

HIDETURTLE HT This command hides the tu. When ..,Iildren KNOW
what they are doing in moving the turtle, this and can be used. It
removes the turtle so only the turtle's TRAILS art, shown. The commands
are executed more quickly.

Children like color. In LOGO both the background color and the pen color
can be set. The colors available are:

CI BLACK BK
1 WHITE W

2 GREEN G

3 VIOLET V
4 ORANGE 0
5 BLUE 61

6 REVERSE RV

Setting background and/or pen color is done by giving the command
followed by the color number.



SETPC This command sets the pen color. For example SETPC 2 sets the
pen color to GREEN.

SETBG This command sets the background color. For example SETBG 5
sets the background color as BLUE

These two commands followed by turtle movement commands will leave a
GREEN turtle trail on a BLUE background.

A good experience is to have children recreate on the screen using color
the concrete materials they are working with. They can make the Pattern
Block shapes, the Cuisenaire Rods, tiles, geoboerds, etc. To do some of
these will require use of the REPEAT command.

Children will soon notice that certain sequences of commands are repeated
to accomplish things. An example is making a square:

Using FD and RT commands alone a square can be made by:

FD 50
RT 90 }side one, turn for side two

FD 50

RT 90 } side two, turn for side three

FD 50

RT Yo side three, turn for side four

FD 50 } side f our

Notice the turtle is not HOME it is pointing to the left.

REPEAT 'commands} will cause the sequence of commands within the
brackets to be repeated number of times. So to make the square:

REPEAT 31FD 50 RT 90}
FD 50

Once children can use this new set of commands, they are ready to create
procedures. The primitive TO followed by a word that names the procedure
changes LOGO from the graphic or turtle mode to a PROGRAMMING mode.
For example: TO SOUARE followed by the Return Key wi!: give the
following:



I
? TO SQUARE

I

The ">" indicates a command is to be typed in. Doing this followed by a
RETURN will bring up another ">". You can continue to write commands to
define the procedure named by the word after TO when this is to your
satisfaction. END will complete the definition and house that procedure.
It is called up and executed by typing in the name.

Example:
? TO SQUARE

> REPEAT 3 I FD 50 RT 90 )
> FD 50
> END

defines SQUARE

Typing in SQUARE will result in the turtle's drawing of the square.
Normally the screen first appears as a SPLITSCREEN:

**\

Graphics

Text (3 /lines)



To get a full screen for graphics, one must type in FULLSCREEN. Then no
text will appear on the screen if one goes into the procedure defining
mode.

To get a full screen for text, as for example when defining a procedure,
type in TEXTSCREEN. Now all of the text, such as commands that have been
typed in, are seen. Use the references given and introduce as much in the
way of cleaning up the memory, printing out procedures in the memory,
saving procedures on a disk, etc. as the children can learn to handle.

It is not appropriate at this level to introduce VARIABLES or RECURSION to

these children. Most of them are just becoming concrete operational in

their thinking rather than functioning as pre-operational thinkers. This
year is when a majority of them will make the transition from being
primarily pre-operational to being somewhat concrete operational in their

thinking. The concepts of VARIABLE and tne process of RECURSION are too

abstract for all but one or two of them.



LEVEL THREE
VOLUME: MULT I L I NKS

Packground: Children have exposure to volume through work with geoblocks. Building
rectangular sol
ids out of multilinks and then inch MBES. keeps visible the units used to measure volume

LESSON ONE

Introduction: This lesson invo3ves having children building rectangular solid houses with
specified numbers of rooms (as represented by multilinks.) Show the children THREE
multilinks. Manipulate these to show the only way to build houses with square or
rectangular floors is:

or

does not have a rectangular floor

Repeat this with EIGHT multilinks, showing how houses can be made with rectangular or
square floors:

NI w
"MAME

or

or



Activity, Children are to use multilinks to build "rectangular solid" houses on given floors.

LESSON TWO

Place an overhead transparency on t that has a rectangle as shown. The units are the same
size as multilinks:

11111111

"How many multilinks does it take to cover this rectangle?"
"How many 'rooms' are in this ONE STORY house?"
"How many multilinks do I need to put a second STORY on this house?"
"How many rooms would be in that two story house?"
"How do you find how many rooms are in a many, story house when you know the size of the
floor?"

Activity: Have the children work in pairs to use MULTILINKS to build houses on given floors,
writing the number sentences to show how many rooms are in it.

LESSON THREE

Introduction: Make these multilink "Houses" 2 x 2 x 3 and 2 x 2 x 1. Hold them up one at a
time and ask children to build one of each just like them.

"What is the volume of (hold up the 2 x 2 x 3)?"
"What is the volume of (hold up the 2 x 2 x 1)?"

Link them together into a 2 x 2 x 4.

"What is the voume of this one made of the other two?"

Pointoutthat2x2x3 =12 2x2x1z4 2x2x4=16

"Would the volume change if the two original houses were joined in a different way?"
"Join them in a different way and count the cubes in the new house." Discuss.

Activity: Have children use multilinks with the worksheet provided.

1



LEVEL THREE

MEASUREMENT: NON-STANDARD UNITS (Lengths).

LESSON ONE

Background: Measurement is based upon the acceptance of a standard against which
properties are compared a length used to compare other lengths, a weight used to compare
other weights, a volume used to compare other volumes. These standards are often defined by
societies to provide uniformity of measurement. In this lesson, a variety of different units
are used to measure lengths.

Introduction: Make a line on en overhead transparency. Use matchsticks of 2 different

lengths to measure the line. Point out to the students that MORE of the SHORTER unit are
needed and FEWER of the LONGER unit.

Activity Select a set of shorter objects in the room to be measured such as the windowsill,
a table width, height of the chalkrail from the floor, etc. Organize children into groups of
four. Some groups should have UNIFIX cubes, other groups paper clips or plastic links, other
groups drinking straws and cellophane tape. Have each group measure the selected objects
with their material by forming UNIFIX links, chains of paper clips and taped together lengths
of drinking straws. These measurements should be recorded on the recording form. The links,
chains and drinking straw lengths for each measurement should be retained. When the
question comes up of what to do if the length is too long for °x" units but not long enough for
"x f r units, inform the children to use the smaller number. Have one UNIFIX group put their
links up in front of the room. The rest of the class is to determine which links measured
which objects.

Select one of the objects measured. Have one of each material group tell what number of
those units were needed to measure that length. Discuss why more paper clips were needed
than drinking straws and related questions.

Select a different unmeasured object in the room. Ask each group to estimate how many of
their units would be needed to measure that.

"For lengths that you couldn't quite measure, what would be wrong with using drinking straws
as much as possible, then using paper clips for the rest of the length?"



LESSON TWO: (Weight).

Introduce this by weighing an object with two different "units" such as washers and UNIFIX
cubes. Discuss the results. Use OHAUS balances or home-made balances for this (See Level
Two Guide.)

Activity Select objects to be weighed and units to be used. Organize groups es in Lesson One
and basically repeat the process used there.

LESSON THREE: (Volume)

Introduction: Show children a larger jar or clear bci.tle filled with colored water and 2
different smeller jars:

A

Will the water in the jar fill more of this jar (point to A) or this jar (point to W?

Discuss the responses. Then take several of A and of B. First fill the A's and have the
children count these. Pour the water back in the large jar. Now fill B's and count these
Discuss.

"How is this like measuring lengths and weights?

Reinforce the idea that the SMALLER the unit, the MORE needed, and the LARGER the unit, the
FEWER needed.

I



LEVEL THREE

MEASUREMENT: STANDARD LENGTH UNITS

Background: considerable experience using non-standard units to
measure objects and emphasis on the idea more of smaller units are
needed and fewer of larger units are needed for a particular length,
children can be introduced to standard units both English and metric
units.

LESSON ONE

Introduction: Place a transparency on the overhead that has a

straight line on it. Using a clear plastic foot ruler, show where the end of
the line comes on the foot ruler.

I

11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

"Which is the end of the line closest to 10 or 117"

Discuss responses. Point out you have measured the line to the NEAREST
INCH.

Put up a second line, place one end of the ruler on an end and have the
children tell you how long it is to the NEAREST INCH.

Activity, Have children work in pairs to measure selected objects in that
room to the nearest INCH. A recording form has been supplied for this
purpose.

LESSON TWO

Lesson ONE with measurements made to the nearest HALF- INCH.

LESSON THREE

Lesson ONE with measurements made to the nearest FOURTH of an inch.



LESSON FOUR:

Introduction: Draw a line on the overhead projector. Pi: a dE. imeter
metric ruler on the line. Have the children tell you how long the line is to
the nearest CENTIMETER.

1

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Measure a second line the same way.

Activity, Have the children measure selected objects and record the
results as with English units.

LESSON FIVE:
Same as Lesson FOUR, but to the nearest HALF CENTIMETER.

LESSON SIX:

Introduction: Place two transparent rulers one in English met. :re and
one in metric measure on the overhead projector

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1111-1111
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

1

1

"Are inches longer than cent meters ?"

"A centimeter is about what part of an inch?"

"How many centimeters would I need to measure a line 2 inches long?-
Remind the children of the need to use MORE of a shorter unit and FEWER of
a longer unit.



LEVEL THREE

= CORRESPONDENCES

Background:_ Children need to have experiences with correspondences other
then 1 to 1 to develop concept of ratio. These lessons will give that kind

of experience.

LESSON ONE

Use colored squares on the overhead projector. Children should have

UNIFIX cubes of two different colors, about 20 of each color. If possible

they should have crayons of the same color as the UNIFIX cubes and graph

paper. Place a column of two of one color on the overhead. Beside it place

a column of three of the second color:

Tell the children to make a link of TWO of one color of UNIFIX and another

link of THREE of the other color. They should color in as shown on the

graph paper (see 4 below). Then have them make a second link of TWO of

the first color and another link of THREE of the second color as before.

These should be attached to the first links to get:



Have them color these in next to the first pair of links on the graph paper
(see 13 below).

The children should continue to make links of the two colors, join to
already existing links and color this new pair on the graph paper. When
they have exhausted the capability of the graph paper, have them use a
straight edge to draw lines as shown on the grapli paper. (See C below).

"Which line climbs faster?" "Why does it climb faster?" "Could you get
the TWO links and THREE links beck from the longer links?"

A



C

Use UNIF IX cubes to have children look at other correspondences such as
3:4; 1:3; 4:1; 3:2; 2:5, etc.

LESSON TWO

Introduction: Children are to use 2 DIFFERENT shapes from Pattern Blocks,
or 2 DIFFERENT COLORS of chips, or animal shapes, etc., to explore
correspondence. Always emphasize that the groups can be recovered and
that e.g. in 2:3, multiplying by 2, 3, 4, etc., in turn gives a new comparison,
but the original 2's and 3's can be obtained if desired. Hence we have
EQUIVALENCE CLASSES for each basic pair. An example is 3:4 {3:4, 6:5;
9:12, 12:16; 15:20, etc.}



LEVEL THREE

COMPUTATION WITH MONEY

LESSON ONE: This lesson is to have children identify bill and coin
arrangements. Have the children do the worksheets provided.

LESSON TWO:

Introduction: Make a transparency of the Menu From Harry's. Ask the
children to identify the costs of items on the menu. Have them orally
determine some simple computations such as two bagels, etc., using the
calculators. Review the reading of the output of the calculators.

Activityi Give a copy of Harry's !lent. to each child and the Order
worksheet to complete, using calculators.
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IDENTIFICATION CARDS I

LARGE
SMALL

TRIANGLE NOT GREEN

CIRCLE BLUE

GREEN
NOT RECTANGLE

RED
SQUARE

-I

RECTANGLE YELLOW

NOT SQUARE
NOT CIRCLE

-I

NOT BLUE NOT TRIANGLE

NOT YELLOW

187

NOT RED
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LOGIC

PURPOSE: Logic/Bingo can be used to test and familiarize the children with

the names of the logic blocks. Instead of Bingo we will use LOGIC

as the name of our game.

MATERIALS: Using The Master, make several different cards to look like Bingo

(Logic) cards.



LOGIC PLAYING CARD SAMPLE

192



Mathematician.
"I used number slides to solve the number sentences



1 -1-7171
I
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 I
0

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19
20

1
2

3
6

9
10

*11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19
20

"N
Y



Mathematician-
colored in the fractions as shown and used 'f" or ->"

to show which fraction was larger.-

i

I I

I

1

1

I

I

1
1

1

It I
1

1 1



ituAdhic: 0111

MATHEMATICIAN-

Mg Hundreds Computer



Mathematician-

'111 wrote the numeral for each base ten number:

1



Mathematician- Another Humeral Record

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

I

Hundreds Tens Ones

I

IHundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones



Mathematician-
-1 built the numbers with base ten blocks and wrote

the numerals."
Number Words
Starting Number

Picture Numeral



MATHEMATICIAN-
-Mg pictures, numerals, and words for numbers

built with base ten blocks."
Pictures Numeral3

Hundreds I Tens i Ones

F
'Hundreds Tens Ones

Hunlreds Tens One



MATHEMATICIAN-
"Mg pictures, numerals, and words for numbers

I built with base ten blocks."
Pictures Worth Numerals

__Hundreds _Tens _Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

r___Huridreds Tens _Ones

1

undreds Ones

_Hundred;; _Tens _Ones

f____Ilundreds _Tens _Pne3

1

t i4 4,- 2_



MATHEMATICIAN-
'1 added to the ONES column, traded as

needed until I reached FORTY_'
Adding Twos Adding Threes Adding Fours Adding fives

T 0 T U T 0 U

I

11
1

1

I 1 I I

4

1

4

1

4

1

1

I 1



1

ilATHEtliil IC1014-

Picture

PiCtillreiNUMerei3 Worksheet

Numerals

I
TENS I ONES

TENS I ONES



llerkvistieisa:

Mg Base Ten Block Record

Picture I

Example:

Numerals Picture Numerals

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES

1

I

1

TENS ONES

1

1 I



Mathemati ci an-
1 added the bottom number to the top number to find the answer

wormsunun

Tens 0 WS

suleito
ammo

mumam.
alm.sums



Mathematician,

"1 took the bottom number from the top number to find the answer."

Tens

Tens Ones

Q
MMEN
11111111

11111
11111111

1 ins Ones

MEMO MI
1111111

BERME
ENEMA

Te D3

MUNN
MINIM



Matematicion-

'I did these additions and checked the answer by subtraction."
Hundred; Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones

Check: Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tees Ones

Check: Hundreds Tens Ones

I

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds 'fens Ones

2tG

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones



MATHEMATICIAN:
"I did the adding or subtroctitzg and checked with
the INVERSE OPERATION.'

TENS ONES

CHECKS.

TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES

CHECKS:

rrNs ours

TENS ONES TENS ONES

TENS ONES TENS ONES

),)



Matheniatician
lid these additions and checked the answer by subtraction.'

Tens Ones Tens Ones

Check-
Tens Ones Tens Ones

Tens Oars

Tens Ones

Tens Ones Tens Ones

Check:
Tens Ones

Tens Ones

Tens Ones

Tens Ones

Tens Ones Tens Ones

Tens Ones Tens Ones



Mathematician;
"I did these suhtractinns and checked the answer by addition."

Hundreds Tens Ones77
Check; Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Check:
Hurdreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Ten:, Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

;

+ININ.M.IIM

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds Tens Ones



Mathematician-
-I did these subtractions and checked the answer bg addition."

Tens Ones Tens Ones

Check-
Tens Ones

4

Tens Ones

Check:
Tens fines

Tens Ones

Tens Ones

Tens Ones

.

Tens Ones Tens Ones

21i

Tens Ones

Tens Ones

Tens Ones

1

Tens ones

Tens Ones Tens Ones



MATHEMATICIAN-

R

0

w

S

"MY RECORD OF MAKING RECTANGLES OUT OF TILES:

COLUMNS ir

2J.,



Mathematician-
1 made squares from tiles. I recorded these on graph paper.-

Side of
Square Tiles Used Number Sentence Area of the Square
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MATIIMATICIAN-

1 put beans into cups to complete this
form. f wrote Number Sentences to show this."

CUPS USED X BEANS IN = TOTAL BEANS
EACH CUP USED

NUMBER SENTENCES

I

I

I

I

I

I

2 1 L.



Mathematician-
1 made these rectangles from hose ten ones, entered the
number in the table, and made trades to show this as tens and ones

Rectangle Size Made TENS ONES



Mathematician:
mode smeller UNIFIX cube links from long UNIF IX cube lengths.-

UNIFIX CUBE , UNIFIX LINK
LENGTH ° LENGTH

NUMBER OF

LINKS
+ REMAINDER I

NUMBER

SENTENCE

I

2



Mathemotician-
'I made rectangles it I could from the tiles

Tiles 4 Rows = Columns + Remainder Number Sentence

213



Mathematician-

"I used tiles to complete the open sentence. then wrote
sentences that were related to that one."

OPEN SENTENCE

SAME FACT

ANOTHER WAY 2 RELATED SENTENCES

1

1

r



MATHEMATICIAN-

1 made rectangles from tiles in as many ways
as I could:

Number of Largest Other
Tiles Rectangles Rectangles

made made

Number Sentences



Mathematician-
1 made tiles arrangements to show two numbers and
compared them_ I wrote a number sentence using me
to show this."

Numerals Tile Pictures Number Wards



flATUFMATICIAN.

NO-
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"My Beans and Cups Multiplication Table."

iirC U P S+,



MAI HI-MAI 11,21AN

I used tiles to make rows and columns_-

Tiles Used Rows Columns Remainder Number Sentence
1

1

T 1

I-

1

i

1



MATHEMATICIAN-

7'hese are my rectangles made of Base Ten
Ones and the Number Sentences for them:

224



riA l HEriA i ICIAN

Here ore pictures of niu multiplicntinn
showing all partial products.-

Side One Side Two Picture Partial Products

22



MATHEMATICIAN-

-Here are multiplications showing tens and ones:-

Side One Side Two Number Sentences

I

1

1

1



llathematician-

"I worked these multiplications by building
rectangles with base ten blocks.-

Side One Side Two Rectangle Number Sentence

i

1

1

1

i



X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1

2

3

4

4

5
1,"

6

10

4
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Mathematicians_
"I made rectangles from base ten blocks to do these multiplications."

Multiplication Rectangles Made Products Recorded

Tots Ones

Multiplication

Tens Ones

Multiplication

Tens Ones

Rectangles Made

Rectangles Made

2.).

Products Recorded

Products Recorded



SIDE ONE

. .M111.



Mathematician.

"Here are multiplications done by making rectangles with base ten blocks."

Picture Computation Form Length x width = area

1

I

Tens Ones

Tens Ones

Tens Ones



Mathematician-
:.

"1 worked the multiplications by using base ten blocks,
drew pictures of the base ten materials used."

Computati.on Given Picture of Multiplication Partial Products
and Answers

'Hundreds Tens Ones

230



Mathematician-

"I made up multiplication problems and worked
them by making rectangles from base ten blocks."

Rectangle Computation
Picture Form

Rectangle Computation
Picture Form

Hundreds iTens Ones X undreds Tens j Ones

X
Hundreds Tens tines

x1

X
friundreds Tens Ones

Hundreds lens i Ones

iliundt eds Tens Ones

X
Hundreds Tens i Ones

23,4

Hundreds Tens Ones

1

1



MATHEMATICIAN:

I used Base Ten blocks and I traded tens for ones when
1 had to in order to divide.'

Base Ten Materials Side One Side Two Number Sentences

I



Mathemuticinn-

'Here are multiplications done by making rectangles with base ten blocks.'

Picture Computation Form Length x width = area
1 Tens Ones

Tens Ones

Tens Ones



MATHEMATICIAN-

'I used
to work these.'

2L



Mathematician-

-From the base ten blocks given, I built the largest
rectangle I could inside the outline.-

Base Ten Blocks Outline

Hundreds Tens One*



MATHEMATICIAN-

'I worked divisions by making
base ten blocks.'

Rectangle Computation
Pictures Form

rectangles with

Rectangle
Picture

Computation
Form

I

I



MATHEMATICIAN-

-I made rectangles from tiles in as many ways
as I could.-

Number of Largest Other
Tiles Rectangles Rectangles

made made

Number Sentences

24 #



Mathematician-
-This is frig recnrd of pinging GUESS MY ROUE:

In Out

Rule:

tin Out

Rule:

In Out

Rule:

In Out

Rule:

I

I
I

In 1 Out

Rule:

In Out

Rule:

In Out

Rule:

In Out

Rule:

4 4



4

MENU

HARRY'S DESERT INN

Quarter Pounder $ 1.39
with cheese $ 1.69

Harry's Special $ 2.24
Hot Ham 'n' Cheese $ 1.83

Roast Beef $ 1.89

Bagels S .49
Cheese $ .69
Tomatoes ..S .15
Lettuce $ .10

Bacon Burger S 1.79

fipple Turnover S .69

Soft Drinks:

Large $ .75
Small S .49

Milk: Large $ .60
Small S .45

Milk Shakes S 1.29
Malted Milks .5 1.39

Ice Cream Bars $ .39
Ice Cream Cones:

One scoop $ .60
Two Scoops $ .89
Super Cones $ 1.19

24,,



Copy.

EXAMPLES OF COMMERCIAL PATTERN BLOCK ACTIVITIES
Source: PATTERN BLOCKS PROBLEMS FOR PRIMARY PEOPLE



Use between 18 and 24 blocks.

24 4t



Mathematician-
al made en equality board es shown, grouped the
ONES in different ways and wrote as many DIFFERENT
number sentences as I had room to write:



Mathematician-

"I arranged the base ten pieces as shown, grouped the
LEFT side and wrote the number sentences.



Mathematician.
'I put the '<6 and °>' signs between the base ten

numbers to show their sizes:



Mathematician-
-1 made tiles arrangements to show two numbers fid
compared them. I wrote a number sentence using "C
to show this."

11IMIMIIIII.

Numerals Tile Pictures Number Words



MATHEMATICIAN-
1 built these tables by using a number key)

and Fr-- many times.-

Number Number of Times Display Number Sentence
Entered used

24



athematician-
-1 made base ten numbers and displayed
them on the calculator"

Ouse Ten
Blocks Used

Buttons Pushed

Hundreds I Tens I Ones First Next Next

0 (

if- 'NI

4%. if
1 I I

fr
1



-1 werlrell the Tengram problems and traced
to chew where the pieces fit.'



TANGRAM PROBLEM GENERATOR



Mathematician-
-1 used the given number of multilinks to build houses with

rectangle or square floors."

Multilinks Used Floor Height Number Sentence



Mathematician-

Floors

"I built houses with the given floors and numbers of stories of
Multi links. I found the total number of rooms in these houses.-

Rooms/ Story Stories Total Rooms
Area Height Volume

AP



Mathematician-

What was Measured Number of .s used



Mathematician-
-Our group measured objects in the room."

Units Used-
Nearest Unit

Length Measured Measurement



iluthemotician-

inund tPw value of each set of coins and

COINS VALUE
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Verbal Addition and
Subtraction Problems:
Some Difficulties and

Some Solutions
By Charles S. Thompson and A. Deaki Hendrickson

Many of the difficulties that chil-
dren have in solving verbal (story)
problems involving addition and sub-
traction arise because of their limited
understanding of the arithmetic oper-
ations that are involved. They don't
know when to use addition or subtrac-
tion because they lack specific knowl-
edge regarding the various situations
that give rise to these operations. Of-
ten, children are taught addition only
as "putting together" and subtraction
only as "taking away," but many
other settings involve addition and
subtraction operations. Children need
to receive specific instruction in dif-
ferent contexts if they are to become
good solvers of verbal addition and
subtraction problems. This article de-
scribes the contexts and then explains
a successful sequence of activities
that teach verbal problems.

Categories of Verbal
Problems
in elementary school mathematics,
three categories of verbal problems
suggest addition and subtraction oper-
ations. These categoriesChange,
Combine, and Compareare de-
scribed by Nether (1981). Various
types of problem situations exist

Charles Thompson teaches undergraduate and
graduate courses that focus on teaching chil-
dren to understand mathematics at the Univer-
sity of Louisville. Louisville, KY 40292. A.
Dean Hendrickson teaches classes in mathe-
trunks and methods to undergraduate and in-
service teachers. preschool-12. and does re-
search and development in mathematical
reasoning and the acquisition ofmathematical
knowledge in grades X-14 at the University of
Minnesota, Duluth, MN 33812.

Table 1
Change Problems

Problem title Sample problem Characteristics
Change

Change 2

Change 3

Change 4

Change 5

Change 6

Bill has two pencils. lean gives him three
pencils. How many pencils does Bill
have then?
Bill has five pencils. He gives three to
Jean. How many pencils does he have
left?
Bill has two pencils. Jean gives him some
more. Now he has five. How many did
Jean give Item?
Bill has five pencils. He gives some to
Jean. Now he has two. How many did he
give to Jean?
Bill has some pencils. Jean gave h;m two
more. Now he has fve. How many did
he begin with?
Bill has some pencils. He gave three to
Jean. Now he has two. How many did he
begin with?

Increase, initial set and change set
known, question about final set

Decrease, initial set and change
set Known, question about final
set
Increase, initial set and final set
known, question about change set

Decrease, initial set and final set
known, question about change set

Increase, change set and final set
known, question about initial set

Decrease. change set and final set
known, question about initial set

within each category.
Let's look first at the Change cate-

gory. Change problems involve in-
creasing or decreasing an initial set to
create a final set. One sample Change
problem is a familiar "putting to-
gether" situation (fig. 1).

Bert has two books. On his birthday
he gets three new books. How
many books does Bert have then?

All Change problems have three quan-
tities: an initial set, a change set, and
a final set. In the problem given, the
initial set is two books, the change set
is three books, and the final set is
unknown. The unknown quantity in
Change problems can be any one of
the three sets, yielding three kinds of
problems . Furthermore, the change
can be ether an increase or a de-
crease, thus yielding two problems for
each of the three kinds, for a total of

six types of Change problems. These
problems are described and character-
ized in table 1.

The second category ofproblems is
called Combine, or part-pan-whole.
Combine problems describe an exist-
ing, static condition involving a set
and its several component subsets. A
major difference between Change and
Combine problems is that no action is
involved in Combine problems. A
sample problem is as follows:

Consuelo has five buttons. Three
are round and the rest are square.
How many are square?

See figure 2.
A typical Combine problem has

three related quantitiesone subset,
the other subset, and the whole set.
These yield only two types of prob-
lems. In our example, the whole set
and one subset are known. In the

March 1986
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Fig. 1 Change problems involve increasing or decreasing an initial set to create a final set.

New books Bert received
on birthday

(Change set)

Ben's books now
(Final set)

Fig. 2 "Combine" problems describe an existing condition involving a set and its several component subsets.

Consuelo's buttons
(Whole set)

Fig. 3 Compare problems involve a comparison of two existing sets.

Jean's pencils
(Compared set)

more than
(Difference set)

Bill's pencils
(Referent set)
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other type of problem, both subsets
are known and the whole set is un-
known. Table 2 summarizes these
Combine problems.

Other Combine problems involve
more than two subsets and the whole
set. These problems typically involve
a two-step process and are not dis-
cussed here.

The third category of problems is
called Compare. Compare problems.
which involve a comparison of two
existing sets, are probably the most
ignored type of problem in school
curricula. Yet many children's expe-
riences involve comparisons. Here is
a sample problem:

Jean has five pencils. She has three
mere pencils than Bill. How many
pencils does Bill have?

See figure 3.
Each Compare problem has three

expressed quantitiesa referent set, a
compared set, and a difference set.
The referent set is the set to which the
comparative description refers. In the
sample problem, Bill's pencils corn-
rose the referent set, since Jean "has
three more pencils than Bill." The
compared set is the set being com-
pared to the referent set. In the sam-
ple problem. Jean's set of five pencils
(the compared set) is compared to
Bill's set (the referent set). The differ-
ence set is the difference between the
referent set and the compared set.

There are six types of Compare
problems. The unknown quantity can
be the referent set. the compared set.
or the difference set. For each of these
three possibilities, the comparison
can be stated in two ways: ( I) the
(larger) compared set is more than the
(smaller) referent set, or (2) the
(smaller) compared set is less than or
fewer than the (larger) referent set.
Table 3 summarizes and gives exam-
ples of the six types of Compare prob-
lems.

Relative Difficulties of
Verbal Problems
Examination of the various types of
problems and observations of children
solving these problems lead to the
conclusion that some types of prob-
lems are more difficult to solve than
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Table 2
Combine Problems

Problem title

Combine I

Combine 2

Sample problem Characteristics

Bill has three red pencils and two green
pencils. How many pencils does Bill
have all together?
Bill has five penci's. Three are red and
the rest are gyeen. How many are
green'?

Two subsets are known. question
about whole set

Whole set and one subset are
known. question about other sub-
set

Table 3
Compare Problems

Problem title Sample problem Characteristics
Compare

Compare 2

Compare 3.

Compare 4

Compare 5

Compare 6

Bill has two pencils. Jean has
five. How many more does Jean
have than Bill?
Bill has two pencils. Jean has
five. How many fewer pencils
does Bill have than Jean?
Bill has two pencils. Jean has
thre. more than Bill. How many
pencils does lean have?
Jean has five pencils. Bill has
three fewer pencils than Jean.
How many pencils does Bill
have?
Jean has five pencils. She has
three more pencils than Bill. How
many pencils does Bill have?
Jean has two pencils. She has
three fewer pencils than Bill.
How many pencils does Bill
have?

Comparison stated in terms of "more,
referent set and compared set known,
question about difference set
Comparison stated in terms of less
(fewer), referent set and compared set
known, question about difference set
Comparison stated in terms of more.
referent set and difference set known.
question about compared set
Comparison stated in terms of less
(fewer), referent set and difference set
known, question about compared set

Comparison stated in terms of more.
compared set and difference set known.
question about referent set
Comparison stated in terms of less
(fewer), compared set and difference
set known, question about referent set

others. In general, it appears that the
inherent structure of the problem is
the crucial factor in determining its
difficulty. For example, Combine-1
problems are structurally straightfor-
ward (table 2).

Combine 1. Bill has three red pencils
and two green pencils.
How many pencils does
Bill have all together?

The two subsets are given. Children
can count those subsets separately.
Then, they must simply recount the
entire collection of objects to deter-
mine the solution to the problem. Or.
depending on instruction they have
received. they might use "all" or "all
together" to transform it to a Change
problem.

Combine-2 problems. by compari-
son, are not straightforward. The sets
to be considered are not separate from
one another.

Combine 2. Bill has five pencils.
Three are red and the
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rest are green. How
many are green?

The children must have a well-
developed part-whole understanding.
The whole set and one subset are
given. To solve this kind of problem.
children must know that the given
subset is contained within the whole
set mentally or physically to separate
that subset from the whole set and
then count the other subset. This
problem can be transformed correctly
into a Change-2 problem by many
children. Other children transform it
incorrectly into a comparison of the
two subsets.

Another major factor affecting the
difficulty of a problem is its semantics.
How the relationships between the
sets are expressed determines, to
some extent. which cognitive struc-
tures must be used by the child to
solve the problem. For example.
study the following Compare-4 and
Compare-5 problems:

Compare 4. Jean has five pencils. Bill

23



Fig. 4 The child must understand that the larger set is three more than the smaller set and the smaller set is three less
than the larger,

Jean's pencils
more than

or Bill's pencils
fewer than
(less than)

has three pencils fewer
than Jean. How many
pencils does Bill have?

Compare 5. Jean has five pencils. She
has three more pencils
than Bill. How many
pencils does Bill have?

See figure 4.

In each problem the larger set, of
the two being compared, and the dif-
ference set are given. The child is to
determine the smaller set. In the Com-
pare-4 problem the expression used to
relate the larger and smaller sets is
"The smaller set is three pencils fewer
than the larger (known) set." To solve
this problem, the child might simply
create what is described. by removing
three pencils from the larger set to
create the smaller set of two objects.
This behavior transforms the problem
into a Change-2 problem. In the Com-
pare-5 problem. hoWever. the state-
ment used to relate the larger and
smaller sets is. in effect, "The larger
set is three pencils more than the
smaller (but unknown) set." In this
problem the child must use a different
cognitive structure to determine what
to do. Three pencils cannot be added
to the smaller set, since its quantity is
not known. The child must under-
stand that if the larger set is three
more than the smaller set, then the
smaller set is three fewer than the
larger. The child must have a well-
developed cognitive structure called
reversibility. The child must under-
stand that the statement "x is a more
than y" is equivalent to "y is a less

24

than x." Only then will the child know
that removing objects from the larger
set will create the "more than" rela-
tionship expressed in the verbal prob-
lem. This same reversibility enables
some children to transform Combine-
2 problems into Change-2 problems.

Another factor affecting the
culty of Compare problems is that in
Compare-3. 4, 5, and 6 problems. the
difference set must be mentally con-
structed by the child. It is not actually
part of the compared set or the refer-
ent set. Furthermore, after the differ-
ence set is mentally constructed. the
child must mentally add it to. or sub-
tract it from, one given set to deter-
mine the unknown set.

Another difficulty is the varying use
of the expressions more than, less
than. and fewer than. The phrase
fewer than is common in these four-
teen types of problems, since dis-
crete. countable sets are involved.
Fewer than suggests counting strate-
gies more readily than does less than.
However, more than is used to ex-
press relationships between either
countable or noncountable quantities.
Further, the word more is often used
in Change problems in another way,
as in "John gave Frank four more."

The relative difficulties of all four-
teen types ol verbal problems have
not yet been fully determined. But
informal observations of children
solving these problems, carefu: analy-
sis of the problems structures and
semantics (Nesher et al. 1982). and
analysis of research results (Carpen-
ter and Moser 1981: Nesher 1981;

Riley 1981; Steffe 1971; Tamburino

1981) provide preliminary information
about the difficulty of problems. Cur-
rently available information indicates
four levels of difficulty:

Easiest: I. Change 1 & 2. Combine 1
2. Change 3 & 4, Compare 1

&2
3. Combine 2, Change 5 &

6, Compare 3 & 4
Hardest: 4. Compare 5 & 6

Instructional Procedures
We have been working in a conceptu-
ally oriented, materials-based elemen-
tary mathematics program. The chil-
dren in first, second. and third grades
have received instruction in solving
verbal problems of the fourteen types
that have been described. The follow-
ing general instructional sequence has
been followed over a period of weeks:

1. Problem situations are presented
orally to children. The children use
countable materials that can be
grouped. linked, and separated to aid
them in solving problems. Their an-
swers are expressed orally.

2. Children use countable objects
to explore combinations of numbers
that make larger numbers. For exam-
ple, they separate five counters into
two subsets in different ways and de-
scribe the results orally. such as
"three and two" or "one and four."

3. Children use prepare':: numeral
cards (0-9), and cards with the **+."
"." ." and "a" in conjunction
with activities similar to those previ-
ously described in step 2. They con-
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struct number phrases and sentences
with the prepared sign cards to repre-
sent the objects being used. This task
helps them to connect the signs to the
concepts involved. For example, if a
child uses five counters and covers
two of them, then a partner can create
the open sentence 3 + O = 5 then
insert a "2 card" to complete the
open sentence.

4. The problem situations are pre-
sented orally to children as in step 1.
They use countable objects to solve
the problems and now use the pre-
pared cards to construct number sen-
tences to represent the objects used
and the conditions of the problem.
For example. consider the following
problem:

Change I. Bill has tw.., pencils. Jean
gives him three pencils.
How many pencils does
Bill have now?

To solve this problem, children fre-
quently make separate links of cubes
to represent the two sets, join the two
links, and arrange cards as shown:

El El O
5. Children use countable materials

to solve orally presented problems
and then write number sentences to
indicate how they interpreted the
problems. In particular. children cir-
cle their answers in the number sen-
tences. In many problem situations
several possible number sentences
can be written. Consider this
problem:

Compare I. Jean has five pencils.
Bill has two pencils.
How many more pencils
does Jean have than
Bill?

Some children will interpret this as an
addition problem and write 2 + Q =
5. Others will interpret it as subtrac-
tion and write S 2 = Q. Both
interpretations are correct.

6. Open sentences in written form
are given to children, who use count-
able materials to solve them.

7. Materials are not used, and chil-
dren solve written verbal problems
mentally while writing the corre-
sponding number sentences.

8. Children solve open sentences
(not directly tied to verbal problems)
in written form without the use of
countable materials.

From a broad perspective, the se-
quence has used the following steps:
( I) develop concepts using materials.
(2) connect signs to the concepts, (3)
construct symbolic forms (number
sentences) using prepared symbols.
(4) write symbolic forms. and (5) in-
terpret prepared symbolic forms. This
sequence has resulted in students be-
ing able to interpret these problems
and translate them into number-
sentence models.

In conjunction with these activities,
children participate in numerous
counting exercises. 1.''ey learn to
count on from any given number and
to count back from any given number.
Counting on is useful in many prob-
lems, particularly in part-whole situa-
tions. in which one subset and the
whole set are known, and in compare
situations, where equalizing of the
two sets is the strategy to be used.
Counting back is also used frequently.
especially in Change problems. For
example, in Change-2 problems the
children often count back from the
larger (initial) set to create the smaller
(final) set.

Instructional Results
So Far
The instructional sequence described
seems to be effective in enabling chil-
dren in the primary grades to sot
verbal problems. Of crucial impo,
tance seem to be the use of countable
materials. the use of the prepared nu-
meral and sign cards, and the practice
of circling answers when writing num-
ber sentences.

Using the countable materials en-
ables the children to create or model
the conditions presented in the prob-
lems. The children can then determine
which sets to count, compare, sepa-
rate. or join to solve the problems.
The u-e of the prepared cards allows
the children quickly to attach numer-
als to the quantities represented and
to construct the corresponding num-
ber sentences. We have found that
children who have not used numeral

cards experience greater difficulty in
writing number sentences corre-
sponding to a verbal problem. The
practice of having children circle an-
swers when writing number sentences
helps teachers understand how the
children are thinking about the verbal
problems. Indeed. for many of the
types of problem,, either an addition
or a subtraction number sentence is
appropriate. These practices also help
teachers to recognize when children
are successfully using the class-
inclusion relation. reversibility of
both actions and relations, and equal-
ization of two sets.

In summary. we have learned that
children can become good solvers of
verbal problems. What they need is an
instructional program that proceeds
from the concrete to the symbolic and
the opportunity to encounter the var-
ious problem situations that occur in
real life.
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Verbal Multiplication and
Division Problems:

Some Difficulties and
Some Solutions

By A. Dean Hendrickson

Verbal problems that involve multi-
plication and division are difficult for
children to solve. Many of these diffi-
culties arise because of their limited
understanding of these arithmetic op-
erations. Their experience with the
different kinds of situations that call
for these operations is alsc limited. At
the same time, these problems cannot
be categorized easily because the Sit-
uations that require these operations
are varied. Nonetheless, multiplica-
tion is often taught only as "repeated
addition" and division only as "re-
peated subtraction." Children must
have specific instruction in all the
situations that require multiplication
and division as arithmetic operations
if they are to apply them successfully
to verbal problems.

Change Problems
Extensions of the "change problems"
for addition and subtraction can lead
to multiplication and division. In this
particular kind of problem we have an
initial set, a change number, and a
final set. Given an initial set of small
size and a change number that de-
scribes how many of this size set are
joined, we find the size of the larger
final set by multiplication. These
problems are change I. or repeated
addition, problems. Here is an exam-
ple (fig. I):

Dean Hendrickson is professor of edticatam ut
the University of Minnesota. ,tIN
55812. He teaches courses on the psychology of
learning and methods of teaching mathematics.
preschool through secondary school.
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Fig. 1 An example of a change 1 or "repeated addition" problem: John put 6
handfuls of 3 tokens each into a bank. How many tokens did John put in the
bank?

Final Set
(size ?)

John put 6 handfuls of 3 tokens each
into a bank. How many tokens did
John put in the bank?

Change 2 problems result when a
large initial set is given along with the
size of a smaller final set, and a
change number needs to be found that
describes how many sets of that size
can be made from the initial set. This
problem represents the measurement.
or repeated - subtraction. interpreta-
tion of division. Here is an example
(fig. 2):

Susie has 24 cookies. She gives 3
cookies to each of the children on
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the playground. How many chil-
dren are on the playground?

A child who can reverse the -put-
ting together" transformation can re-
late a measurement interpretation of
the division of countable materials to
the repeated-addition kind of multipli-
cation. In some ways the division is
easier, since the child must retain only
the final set size and count the number
of sets that can be made. The count is
constructed in the process and the
size of the initial set is not important.
since the count stops whenever the
process runs out of objects. In re-
peated addition, both the count num-
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ber and the size of the initial set must
be retained mentally along with the
result at the end of each successive
joining.

Change 3 problems involve a large
initial set and a known change num-
ber; the size of the final, equal sets
that can be made from the initial set
must be found. This is the partition
interpretation of division. An example
follows (fig. 3):

Susie has 24 cookies. She gives an
equal number to each of her 4
friends. How many cookies does
each friend get?

Change 2. or measurement division.
is easier. since only the size of the set
being formed repeatedly must be re-
tained and a count of these sets kept
as they are made. Change 3. or parti-
tion division, requires a strategy to
assure the equality of the sets being
made and hence is more difficult.

Comparison Problems
Questions involving "less than" or
"more than" lead to addition and sub-
traction problems. These problems in-
volve a comparison set, a difference
set, and a referent set. When we com-
pare two sets and the comparison in-
volves questions of "how many times
as many" or "what part of." we use
multiplication and division. Such
problems involve comparison set, a
referent set, and a correspondence
other than a one-to-one correspon-
dence between these sets. In figure 4.
if the question is asked. "A has how
many times as many as B?" then A is
the comparison set. B is the referent
set, and the correspondence of A to B
is sought.

Compare I problems result wnen
the referent set and a many-to-one
correspondence are given and stu-
dents are asked to find the comparison
set. The following is an example (fig.
5):

Iris has 3 times as many nickels as
dimes. She has 4 dimes. How many
nickels does she have?

Multiplication is used to find the an-
swer 3 x 4 = 12.

Compare 2 problems occur when
the comparison and a many-to-one
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Fig. 2 An example of a change 2 problem, measurement or repeated-
subtraction interpretation of division: Susie has 24 cookies. St.e gives
3 cookies to each of the children on the playground. How many children
are on the playground?

OR%00 0Ou0n 01 008w 0 00 000
Initial Set

(24)

Change Number

000 000
Final Set
(size 3)

I

000

Fig. 3 An example of a change 3 problem, a partition interpretation of division:
Susie has 24 cookies. She gives them in equal numbers to her four friends. How
many cookies does each friend get?

000000 00000 00000
0
000000

Initial Set
(24)

Change Number
(4)

1

ftft
9

Final Set(s)
(size ?)

Fig. 4 A comparison problem: Find the correspondence of A to B. A has how
many times as many as B?

D

A
(Comparison Set)

(Correspondence)=1Opo I

B
(Referent Set)
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Fig. 5 A compare / problem: Ins has 3 times as many nickels as dimes. She
has 4 dimes. How many nickels does she have?

Comparison Set
(nickels)

Referent Set
(dimes)

Fig. 8 A compare 2 problem: Iris has 15 nickels. She has 3 times as many
nickels as dimes. How many dimes does his have?

3 to 1 correspondence

Comparison Set
(nickels)

Referent Set
(dimes)

Fig. 7 A compare 3 problem: Frank has 24 nickels and 8 dimes. He has how
many times as many nickels as dimes?

Comparison Set
(nickels)

Referent Set
(dimes)

Fig. 8 A compare 4 problem: Frank has 24 nickels and 8 dimes. He has what
fraction as many dimes as nickels?

1 to ? correspondence

28

Referent Set
(nickels)

Comparison Set
(dimes)

correspondence are given and the ref-
erent set must be found. Here is an
example (fig. 6):

Iris has 15 nickels. She has 3 times
as many nickels as dimes. How
many dimes. does Iris have?

Division is used to find the answer:
15 , 3 = 5.

Compare 3 problems result when
the comparison set and referent set
are known and a many-to-one corre-
spondence must be found (fig. 7):

Frank has 24 nickels and 8 dimes.
He has how many times as many
nickels as dimes?

Division is used to find the answer:
24 ÷ 8 = 3.

Compare 4 problems occur when a
comparison set and a referent set are
given and a one-to-many correspon-
dence is sought. In this case, the com-
parison set is the smaller of the two.
Here is an example (fig. 8):

Frank has 24 nickels and 8 dimes.
He has what fraction as many dimes
as nickels? (or, Frank's dimes are
what fractional part of his nickels?)

The result is division of a smaller by a
larger number or formation of a ratio-
nal number, usually expressed as a
fraction: 8 ÷ 24 = 1/3.

This kind of question puts a child's
concept of fraction being equal parts
of a whole into conflict with this ratio
situation. What other language can be
used to ask for this correspondence?
Because of the difficulty of finding
suitable language, questions related to
finding this correspondence are sel-
dom found in textbooks.

Compare 5 problems arise when the
comparison set and the referent set
are given and a many-to-many corre-
spondence is sought (fig. 9):

There are 12 girls and 16 boys in the
room. How many times as many
boys are there as girls?

One divides to find the answer (16
= 4/3). Here again a fraction tells

how many times as much, although a
ratio correspondence is made in the
thinking.

Compare 6 problems occur when
the comparison set is smaller than the
referent set and the correspondence is
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sought (fig. 10):

There are 12 girls and 16 boys in a
room. The number of girls is what
part of the number of boys?

The result is found by division again,
12 16 = 314, and the same conflict
between ratio and fraction results.

Compare 7 problems result when
the larger comparison set and the
many-to-many correspondence are
given and the size of the smaller ref-
erent set is sought (fig. II):

There are 16 boys in a class. There
are 4/3 as many boys as girls. How
many girls are there?

The answer is found by dividing: 16 ±
413 = 12.

Compare 8 proh:ems arise when the
smaller referent set is given along with
a many-to-many correspondence. The
size of the larger comparison set is
sought (fig. 12):

There are 12 girls in the room. The
number of boys is 4/3 the number of
girls. How many boys are in the
room?

The answer is found by multiplying:
4/3 x 12 = 16.

The compare problems that involve
many-to-many correspondences are
difficult, since they bring into conflict
the child's recognition of a fraction as
comparing a given number of equal
parts to the whole and the idea of ratio
as a correspondence. The use of the
same symbolism for both fractions
and rational numbers compounds this
difl :ulty.

Thinking in ratios, equating ratios,
and applying ratios to situations in-
volve formal operational thought.
Very few elementary children are ca-
pable of this kind of reasoning. In
fact, few eighth and ninth graders can
think through the Mr. TallMr. Short
problem:

Mr.
Tall

Measured in 9
=itch sticks

Measured in 12

paper clips
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Mr.
Short

6

Fig. 9 A compare 5 problem: There are 12 girls and 16 boys in the room. How
many times as many boys are there as girls?

Referent Set
(girls)

Comparison Set
(boys)

Fig. 10 A compare 6 problem: There are 12 girls and 16 boys in a room. The
girls are what part of the boys?

Comparison Set
(girls)

Referent Set
(boys)

Fig. 11 A compare 7 problem: There are 16 boys in a class. There are 4/3 as
many boys as girls. How many girls are there?

4 to 3 correspondence

Referent Set
(girls)

Comparison Set
(boys)
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Fig. 12 A compare 8 problem: There are 12 girls in the room. The number of
boys is 4/3 the number of girls. How many boys are in the room?

4 to 3 correspondence

Referent Set
(girls)

Comparison Set
(boys)

Rate Problems

The kind of proportional reasoning
used in equating ratios is also in-
volved in thinking about rate prob-
lems. These are commonly found in
intermediate textbooks. A rate prob-
lem involves two variablesone inde-
pendent and one dependentand a
rate of comparison between them. An
example is distance (miles) = rate
(miles per hour) x time (hours). Here
the number of hours is the indepen-
dent variable, the distance in miles (a
total) is the dependent variable, and
the ratio of miles to hours is the rate.

Some common rate examples are
these:

Fig. 13 A rate 1 problem: Fred pays $12.00 a square yard for outdoor carpeting. How much will 16 square yards cost?

$12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12 $12

sq. Yd-

1

sq- Yd.

2

sq. yd.

3

sq. yd.

4

sq. Yd.

5

sq. Yd.

6

sq. Yd.

7

sq. Yd.

8

sq- Yd.

9

sq. Yd-

10

sq. Yd.

11

sq. Yd.

12

sq- Yd.

13

sq. Yd.

14

sq. Yd.

15

sq. Yd.

16

Fig. 14 A rate 2 problem: Jane pays $162 for carpeting at $9 a square yard. How many square yards Jid sne get?

I

$162

$9 $9 $9 $9

sq. yd. sq. yd.

2

sq. Yd.

3

sq. Yd.

4

F

1

? square yards
# I

I I

I 1 f
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feet per second
dollars per pound
pounds per cubic foot
gallons per minute
cents per kilowatt hour
parts per hundred

Children who are unable to think
about rates and ratios will have diffi-
culty doing these problems in any way
other than substituting numbers into
memorized formulas. Problems deal-
ing with percentages are probably the
best example of this difficulty.

Rate I problems result when the
rate and the value of independent
variable quantity are given (usually ir,
units of measurement) and the value
of the dependent variable, usually a
total, must be found (fig. 13):

Fred pays $12 a square yard for
outdoor carpeting. How much will
16 square yards cost him?

The resulting application,

total cost
= cost/sq. yd. x number of sq. yd.
= $12/sq. yd. x 16 sq. yd. = $192,

is the easiest of the rate situations to
use.

Rate 2 problems result when the
rate and the value of the dependent
variable are given and the value of the
independent variable is sought (fig.
14):

Jane pays $162 for carpeting at S9 a
square yard. How many square
yards does she get?

We have

$162 = $9/sq. yd. x 0 sq. yd.

or

sq. yd. =
$162

$9/sq. yd.
18

Rate 3 problems result when the
values of the dependent and indepen-
dent variables are given and the ratio
or comparison rate is sought (fig. 15):

Peter paid $342 for 200 eight-foot
two-by-fours. What was the cost in
dollars of each two-by-four?

We have
$342 = liD/ board x 200 boards

Fig. 15 A rate 3 problem: Peter paid $342 for 200 eight -foot 2 x 4's. What was
the cost in dollars of each 2 x 4?

or

$ cost/board
200 boards

= $1.71/board

200 pieces

Cost = $342

? Cost
# of pieces

$342

Selection Problems
Among the most difficult problems are
those that require multiplication.
These belong to a more general group
of selection problems.

Selection I problems involve simple
ordered pairs where the choice sets
for each element of the ordered pair
are given and the number of ordered
pairs possible is sought. The pairs are
ordered in the sense that one choice
set is associated with one element and
a second choice set with the other. No
ordering occurs in the writing or se-
lection. In the following example.
(skirt. sweater) is not different from
(sweater, skirt). See figure 16.

Amy has 3 sweaters with different
patterns. She also has 5 different
skirts. How many outfits consisting
of a sweater and a skirt are possi-
ble?

The pairs can be determined from a
matrix (table 1) or from a -factor
tree." Either way, multiplication is
used: 3 x 5 = 15 outfits.

Selection 2 problems result when
one choice set and the number of pairs
are given and the other choice set is
sought. These problems are similar to
selection 1 problems.

Table 1
A Matrix to Record the Pairs in Figure
16

Sweaters

A
B

C

Skins

1 3 4

A. 1
B. 1
C.1

A. 2
B. 2
C.2

A. 3
B. 3
C.3

A. 4
B. 4
C.4

A. 5
B. S

C.3

Selection 3 problems involve tri-
ples, quadruples, or other extended
n-tuples (n > 2) and the choice sets for
each place in the n-tuple.

Frank has 5 sport coats. 3 vests,
and 5 pairs of trousers. all of which
are color compatible. How many
different outfits consisting of a sport
coat, vest, and pair of trousers are
in his wardrobe?

Here a 3-tuple must be formed
(sport coat. vest, trousers) where or-
dering is not important. Finding the
total number of 3-tuples uses the mul-
tiplication principle: 5 x 3 x 5= 75.

Selection 4 problems give the num-
ber of n-tuples and the sizes of all but
one choice set, which is sought. An
example follows:

Frank can make 24 different outfits
consisting of a sport coat, vest. and
trousers. He has 3 sport coats and 4
pairs of trousers. How many vests
does Frank have?
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This is a two-step problem: first mul-
tiply and then divide, or successively
divide.

The selection group of problems
involves the multiplication principle
or one aspect of what Piaget calls
combinatorial reasoningthe ability
to consider the effect of several vari-
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Fig. 17 Ceramic tiles can be used to link the repeated-addition idea of multipli-
cation to area: Make 4 rows of 6 tiles each. How many tiles are used?

Columns
$ t t

CO

0
cc

$

Tiles

ilapas,11

No.

Table 2
Change ProOlems

Problem title Sample problem Characteristics
(Change 1)
Repeated addition

(Change 2)
Repeated subtraction (mea-

surement)

(Change 3)
Partitioning into equal sets

Fred has 3 boxes with 4 cars
in each box. How many
cars does Fred have?

Jean had 12 cooijes. She
gave 3 cookies to each of
her friends. How many of
her friends got cookies?

Paul had 24 marbles that he
gave away to 4 friends.
Each friend received the
same number of marbles.
How many marbles did
each friend get?

Initial (smaller) set sizes and
change number known:
question about finial (larger)
set.

Initial (larger) set and final
(smaller) set sizes known;
question about change
number.

Initial (larger) set and change
numbers known: question
about the size of final
(smaller) sets.

ables simultaneously. Selection I

problems can be thought of as cells in
a matrix. The thinking needed to solve
them is similar to that used to solve
area problems, such as being given
two dimensions and finding the area
and being given the area and one
dimension and finding the other di-
mension.

Overview
If students are going to apply multipli-
cation and division to everyday situa-
tions, they must have experience with
materials that represent these dif-
ferent situations.

The change situations that involve
joining and separating can be intro-
duced with materials that can be
joi-.;c1, separated, and arranged.

2 7

Unifix cubes can be used to illustrate
repeated additions and repeated sub-
tractions as well as measurements.
Ceramic tiles can also be used to link
the idea of repeated addition to area
(fig. 17). The measurement concept of
division can also be introduced with
tiles. The following kinds of questions
can be asked:

Given 24 tiles, how many rows can
be made with 4 tiles in each row?
Make 4 rows of 6 tiles each. How
many tiles are used?

Beans and paper cups can be used to
give experience with the partition in-
terpretation of division as well as to
the repeated-addition and repeated-
subtraction interpretations of multipli-
cation and division. Some examples

Arithmetic Teacher



Table 3
Compere Problems

Problem
title Sample problem Characteristics

Compare I

Compare 2

Compare 3

Compare 4

Compare 5

Compare 6

Compare 7

Compare 8

Joe lien has 3 pairs of sandals. She has 4
times as many pairs of shoes. "ow
many pairs of shoes does she have?

Irene has 30 pennies. She has Ames as
many pennies as Pat has. How many
pennies does Pat have?

Donald has S marbles. Peter has 15 mar-
bles. Peter has how many times as
many marbles as Donald?

Bonnie has 16 white blouses and 4 col-
ored blouses. Her colored blouses are
what (fractional) part of her white
blouses?

Our class has 16 boys and 12 girls. There
are how many times as many boys as
girls?

Our class has 16 boys and 12 girls. The
girls are what (fractional) part of the
boys?

Fred has 25 baseball ct is. He has 5/4 as
many cards as Jim 1! ,. How many
baseball cards does rri have?

Erica has 25 stickers. Peggy has 4/5 as
many stickers as Erica. How many
stickers does Peggy have?

Referent set and many-to-one correspon-
dence known: question about the com-
parison set.

Comparison set and many-to-one corre-
spondence known: question about the
referent set.

Comparison set and referent set given;
question about kind of (many-to-one)
correspondence.

Comparison set ^d referent set given;
question about kind of (one-to-many)
correspondence.

Comparison set and referent set given:
question about the (many-to-many)
correspondence.

Comparison set and referent set given:
question about many-to-many corre-
spondence.

Comparison set and many-to-many cor-
respondence given: question about ref-
erent set.

Referent set and many-to-many corre-
spondence given: question about com-
parison set.

Table 4
Selection Problems

Problem title Sample problem Characteristics

Selection 1

Selection 2

Selection 3:
extended n-tuple

Selection 4:
extended n-tuple

Paula has 3 kinds of cheese and 2
kinds of sausage. How many dif-
ferent cheese-and-sausage pizzas
can she make?

Frank makes 18 different cheese-and-
sausage pizzas. He has 6 kinds of
cheese. How many kinds of sau-
sage does he have?

Dave has 3 different-sized sets of
wheels. 4 kinds of bodies. and 3
different motors. How many differ-
ent cars with wheels, a body. and
a motor can he put together?

Dave has 3 different-sized sets of
wheels and 4 kinds of bodies: he
can make 96 different cars with
wheels. bodies. and motors. How
many different kinds of motors
does he have?

Number given from which to select
for each pair element: question
about number of pairs possible.

Number in one choice set and num-
ber of pairs given: question about
number in other choice set.

Number given from which to choose
for each portion in n-tuple: ques-
tion about number of n-tuples pos-
sible.

Number given from which to choose
for all but one position in n-tuple
and also number of n-tuples: ques-
tion about remaining position.

Table 5
Rate Problems

Problem
title Sample problem

Rate buys 18 cans of polish at 50.72 per
can. What is the total cost?

Laracteristics

Rate 2 Peter buys a suit on sale. The price, after
a 25% discount. is 590. What was the
original price?

Rate 3 Corrine runs 200 meters in 72 seconds.
What is her average speed in meters per
second?

Given the rate and the independent vari-
able value: question is about the depen-
dent variable.

Given the rate and the dependent variable
value: question is about the independent
variable.

Given the values of the dependent and in-
dependent variables: question Is about
the rate.
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are the following:

Given 21 beans, put 3 beans in cups
until the beans are gone. How many
cups did you use?
Given 35 beans, put an equal num-
ber of beans into each of 5 cups.
How many beans are in each cup'?
Given 4 cups. put 5 beans in each
cup. How many beans were need-
ed?

The ratio comparison situations can
be introduced with two different
shapes, two different colors of chips
or cubes, or any other materials that
can be put into sets and compared
using the multiplication- and division-
related questions in the examples.

The selection ideas can he intro-
duced best with colored cubes or sev-
eral geometric shapes in different col-
ors, forming pairs and triples of these
materials. Subsequently using situa-
tions that involve items from the stu-
dents' experience. such as stickers,
pizza toppings, clothing, and record
labels, can help children apply these
basic ideas of multiplication to the
real world.

Rate problems should probably be
introduced after establishing the idea
of a constant rate of change in two
related variables. This introduction
must be done slowly and carefully and
timed to the stage of cognitive devel-
opment of the students. The demands
are primarily on the proportional-
reasoning capability of the students.

Introducing problems involving
such relationships as distance =
time X rate, cost = costlunit x units,
and pt' centage = percent x base
should be within the more general
context of rate of change. Otherwise
students may substitute values into
formulas without understanding the
processes involved.
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